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ABSTRACT

Minerals are the basic materials of the Earth, and virtually everything one does in the Earth Sciences involveB minerals in one
way or another, Minerals fumish a good part of the wealth that is the basis of our society, not just as commercial products but as
the soils that support our agriculture and the aquifers that hold our water supplies. Minerals have played a key role in the
development of humanity. One of our first scientific acts was to distinguish between different mcks and minerals, and use them
as tools according to their properties. With the widespread development of mining and trade, it became important for people to
recognize minerals, and writings on mineral recognition and properties were common in many societies: China Greece, Rome,
Persia. Arabia Italy, Germany.

Extensive chemical work on minerals began in the late 18th century, resulting in the development by Berzelius ofthe "anionic"
classification of minerals. The developmentof crystal-structure analysis hadamajoreffectonMineralogy;the workof W.L. Bragg
gave an atomistic basis forourknowledgeof mineral chemistry andproperties, andthe workof V.M. Goldschmidt gave atheoretical
6asis for the behavior of elements in geochemical processes. The last 30 years has seen a flood of new techniques into Mineralogy:
electron-microprobe analysis and crystal-structure refinement were followed by numerous spectroscopic techniques, many new
microprobe methods for both elemental and isotopic analysis, and both scanning and transmission electron microscopy. The
immense amount of data stimulated the development of Theoretical Mineralogy. Atom ("ionic") andelectron ('tovalent") models
are now capable of accurately calculating stereochemical details and a wide array of physical and dynamic properties. The first
steps to understand the thermodynamic basis of element ordering, element exchange and mineral reactions have now led to
geothermobarometers capable of determining equilibration conditions to l25oC and 11 kbar. Recent initiatives in surface
mineralogy have been encouraged by the importance of surface properties of minerals in environmental problems.

Mineralogy permeates every facet of Earth Sciences, and reaches out to many contiguous areas in Physics, Chemistry and
Materials Science. Unforrunately, this great diversity has adversely affected the general view ofMineralogy within the Earth
Sciences: many Earth Scientists are not conve$ant with the breadth and intellectual vitality of current work in Mineralogy. With
pressure on University budgets, both from decreasing Government support and from the development of important new areas (e.8. '
Environmental Scienies), there is a dangerthat Mineralogy will be discarded as a specific core discipline ofEarth Science research

and teaching. If Mineralogy is taught haphazardly as pa4s of the other subdisciplines in Earth Sciences, students will not develop
a feel for thl divenity of minerals and their behavior in the wide variety of tenestrial environments. The end result will be a
generation of Earth Scientists who lack fundamental undentanding of the materials with which they work, and who will be
incapable of adapting to new areas of expansion within and peripheral to Earth Sciences. It is up to Mineralogists to prevent this
from happening.

Keyword Mineralogy.

' 
Presidential address delivered at Wolfville, Nova Scotia on May 26th,1992.
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SOMMAIRE

Les min6raux constituent les mat6riaux de base de la terre; d'une fagon ou d'une autre, les activit6s de tout g6oscienufique
gravitent autour des min6raux. Ce sont les min6raux qui foumissent une partie imporrante de la richesse qu'est le fondement de
none soci6t6, non seulement sous la guise de produits commerciaux, mais aussi comme constituents des sols qui supportent notre
agriculture et des couches aquifbres qui contiennent les ressources d'eau souterraine. lrs min6raux ontjou6 un r6le-cl6 dans le
ddveloppement de I'humanit6. Un des premiers gestes scientifiques a 6t6 la discrimination parmi les diffdrentes roches et mindraux,
afin de mieux choisir les mat6riaux propices d la fabrication d'outils. Avec le d6veloppement de I'industrie minidre et des &hanges
commerciales, il s'est avdrd important de reconnaltre les mindraux. Aussi, les &rits sur les caractdristiques et les propri6t€s des
min6raux ont-ils 6td courann dans plusieurs socidtds, en Chine, en Grdce, en Perse, en Arabie, en Italie et en Allemagne, d titre
d'exemples.

L'6tude de la chimie des min6raux a d6butd vers la fin du dix-huitidme sidcle; de telles 6tudes ont men6 au d6veloppment de la
classification "anionique" des mindraux par Berzelius. Ia possibilitd de d6terminer la structure cristalline des min6raux a eu un
effet majeur sur la Min6ralogie. Les travaux de W.L. Bragg ont donnd une base atomiste i nos connaissances de la composition
chimique et des propri6t6s des rnin6raux. Les travaux de V.M. Goldschmidt ont foumi la base th6orique du comportement des
6l6ments dans les processus g6ochimiques.I-a demibre trentaine d'ann&s a vu uneflopp6e detechniques nouvelles enMin6ralogie:
la possibilit6 d'effectuer des analyses h la microsonde dlectronique de mindraux et d'en affiner la structure cristalline a 6td suivie
par de nombreuses techniques spectroscopiques, avec plusieurs m6thodes nouvelles d'analyses par microsonde pour ddterminer
soit la teneur des 6l6ments ou les rapports isotopiques, et la microscopie dlectronique i balayage et par transmission. La quantit6
immense de donn6es nouvelles a stimul6 le d6veloppement de la Mindralogie thdorique. Des modbles atoniques ('toniques") et
6lectroniques ('tovalents") sont maintenant capables de calculer les ddtails st6r6ochimiques et un 6ventail imposant de propridt6s
physiques et dynamiques. Les premibres 6bauches d'une comprdhension de la base thermodynamique de la mise en ordre des
6l6ments, de leur 6change, et des rdactions parmi ces mindraux ont permis de formuler des g6othermobaromdtres capables de
ddterminer les conditions d'6quilibre A 25'C et i I kilobar prbs. Des initiatives r6centes dans l'6tude des surfaces ont 6td entreprises
i cause de la grande importance des propri6t6s des surfaces dans les problbmes de l'environnement.

l,a Min6ralogie influence profond6ment chaque aspect des sciences de la terre, et elle 6tablit des liens avec les domaines contigus
en physique, chimie, et science des matdriaux. Malheureusement, cette grande divenit6 a exerc6 un effet n6gatif dans l'opinion
qu'ont plusieun i propos du rdle de la Mn6ralogie dans les sciences de la terre. Plusieurs g6oscientifiques ne sont pas bien
renseignds i propos de I'envergure et de la vitalit6 intellectuelle des travaux courants en Min6ralogie. Avec les compressions
budg6taires dans nos universitds, d cause d'une diminurion dans les octrois gouvenementaux et du ddveloppement de domaines
nouveaux, comme par exemple les sciences de l'environnement, je pergois un danger que la Min6ralogie sera ray6e de la liste des
disciplines essentielles dans l'enseignement et la recherche en sciences de la terre. Si on enseigne la mindralogie de fagon al6atoile
comme partie d'autres sous-disciplines dans les sciences de la terre, comment les dtudiants pourront-ils apprendre i propos de la
diversit6 des mindraux et leur comportement dans une varidt6 de milieux terrestres? 11 en rdsulterai! 6ventuellement, une g€neration
de g6oscientifiques qui nepossddentpas une maltrise des matfriaux qu'ils 6tudient, etqui sontincapables de s'adapteraux nouvelles
disciplines au sein des sciences de la tene et dans les domaines pluridisciplinaires connexes. Il incombe aux min6ralogistes de
faire les ddmarches n6cessaires porr contr€r cette 6volution n6faste.

Clraduit par la Rddaction)

M ots- c 16 : Mindralogie.

Ir\'rRoDUc"noN

Many years ago, I was an undergraduate in Geology
at theRoyal School ofMines in London.Irememberthaf
minerals and their recognition were emphasized from
the start of the undergraduate prograrl and this contin-
ued through to the end. The message was simple: r/yoa
can't recognize minerals, you won't find mines! Miner-
alogy was emphasized as one of the core disciplines of
Geology, what today is more fashionable to call Geo-
logical Sciences. It has always been surprising to me that
Mineralogy receives much less attention in the Earth
Sciences curriculaof North America.asrninerals are the
basic materials of the Eanh (and planets), and furnish a
good proportion ofthe wealth that supports our society.

TITE CENTR,AL RoLEoF MINERALOGY
INTI{E EARTTT SCTENCES

The central role of Mineralogy in the Earth Sciences
is illustrated schematically in Figure 1. There are many
more branches of the Earth Sciences that could be
included (e.9., geochemistry, paleontology, geochronol-
ogy), and toward the end of this article, I will mention
the role of Mneralogy in some of the less traditional
areas of the Earth Sciences (e.9., Environmental Sci-
ences, Atmospheric Sciences). However, the subset of
topics in Figure I is sufficient to make the point that
virtually everyttring one does in the Earttr Sciences
involves minerals in one way or another.

In Petrology, be it igneous, sedimentary or metamor-
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Ftc. l. The central role of Mineralogy in the Earth Sciences.

phic, one looks at the minerals in the rocks. The
petrologist determines the major- and trace-element
compositions of the minerals, either directly by electrdn-,
ion- and PD(E-microprobe analysis, or indirectly by
petrographic methods, cathodoluminescence or epifl uo'
rescence microscopy; chemical zoning is characterized,
and both stable- and radiogenic-isotopic characteristics
are measured. Physical parameters such as grain shape,
roughness and fractal dimensions of grain boundaries
are measured. Nearly all of these characteristics are
properties of minerals, and the intrinsic structure of the
minerals constrains their variation just as the petroge-
netic conditions promote their variation. Without under-
standing the relative roles of these two factors in
influencing mineral composition, we constrain our-
selves to imperfect models of petrogenetic processes.
Likewise, the role of fluids within rocks hinges on the
details of the surface structure and chemistry of minerals
(possibly moderated by biofllm activity in many envi
ronments), and if we are ever to develop mechanistic
models of fluid-rock interactions, a knowledge of the
surface stucture and properties ofminerals is essential.
Note that we have discussed Petrology as a single topic
ratherthan dividing it up into its traditional subdivisions.
Historically, there was often a tendency for a mineralo-
gist to be associated with one specific area ofPetrology,
to the ultimate detriment of Mineralogy as a separate
discipline. Mineralogists are interested in minerals and
their behavior, and this interest thus pervades all areas
of Eanh Sciences. There is nothing to stop a mineralogist
being simultaneously interested in the properties of
(Mg,Fe)SiO3 perovskite, the dolomite problem, and the
staurolite problem; such a catholic range of interests
would be considered bizarre in a petrologisl but such a
wide range of interests on the part of a mineralogist can
lead to important cross-fertilization between suMiscipli
nes.

In Economic (or ore deposits) Geology, one looks at
both ore and gangue minerals with the methods and
scientific motivation of fte petrologist. Additional fac-
tors come into play in terms of resource evaluation and

exploitation, but again Mineralogy has its partto play in
designing optimum processes of ore beneficiation and
extraction. tn Geophysics, one is concerned with the
physical properties ofminerals. The elastic properties of
minerals are of interest to the seismologist, and the
magnetic properties of minerals are of interest to
the paleomagicians; this parallelism of interests is
apparent in the current cooperative effort of
geophysicists and mineral physicists on studies of the
Earth's mantle and core. In Physical Sedimentology, the
behavior of minerals is governed to a large extent by
&eir physical properties. In Chemical Sedimentology,
the dissolution and crystallization of soluble minerals
are of primary interest; details of chemical composition,
zoning, crystal morphology and habit, paragenetic se-
quence and relative stability fall directly within the
realms of Sedimentology and Minetalogy. In many
aspects of Structural Geology, one is coicerned with the
physical (and chemical) properties of minerals; such
contrasting characteristics as brittle deformation and
creep can vary radically from one mineral to another,
and can be very anisotropic within single minerals. The
relationship between structure and properties, and the
way in which these changes with pressure and tempera-
ture, fall both within Structural Geology and Mineral-
ogy.

Thus Mineralogy is a core discipline within Earth
Sciences; the more one knows about minerals, the better
Earth Scientist one will be, no matter what one's
individual specialization.

MINERALS N.I PREHISTOPJC TINGS

It is no accident that we date the prehistory of
humanity by the materials with which our predecessors
made their tools. Tools are one of the more enduring
creations of prehistoric humanity, and they document

CHEMICAI.
SEDIMENTOLOGY

Frc. 2. Stone-age artifacts of flint and obsidian.
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Ftc. 3a. Naturally occurring native copper.

increasing technological sophistication. One of our first
scientific act$ was to distinguish between different rocks
and minerals, and use them as tools according to their
properties.

andthe Stone Age

Our early ancestors were vegetarians. With the advent
of Cromagnon Man and Woman, our ancestors became
omnivorous (with the addition of meat to their diet). The
use oftools was an essential adjunct to this change, and
spear points, knives and scrapers were developed. The
suitability of certain materials for these purposes wts
realized very rapidly, and obsidian and flint became
widely used @ig. 2). As humanity began to work natural
materials, further advances became inevitable. One can
picture a skin-clad troglodite on the chalk downs of
England (perhaps an ancestorofRogerMirchell) picking
up a heavy pyrite nodule to break a flint into smaller
more workable pieces; fue was widely started by
striking pyrite with flint. Naturally occurring poisons
such as arsenic were known and used. Toward the end

of the Neolithic period, approximately 40 differentrocks
and minerals were in common use.

Metals and the Bronze Age

The first metals to be used were the naturally
occurring native metals (Fig. 3). These were greafly
sought after by Stone Age humanity, but for their
curiosity and ornamental value rather than for tool-mak-
ing. The natural metals are all too soft for tools, but could
be cold-worked into ornaments and jewelry. Iron, in
particular, was greatly prized for its rarity, as it was only
known ftom meteorites - the ooHeavenly Metal" of the
Sumerians.

Around this time, someone discovered that heating
metals greatly promotes the ease with which they can be
worked. It is probable that this discovery soon gave rise
to the technique of smelting, whereby a mixture of
copper ores gave native copper on heating. This is almost
certainly the origin of the discovery of bronze; heavy
metallic or semimetallic minerals were heated to extract
the "copper", but in fact gave bronze. Early bronze was
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Frc. 3b. Naturally occuning native gold.

a mixture of copper and arsenic, derived from domeykite
or algodonite. However, it was soon found thata mixture
of cassiterite and copper ore yielded better bronze, and
this was the basis of the bronze-age technology that
developed throughout Europe and Asia.

The Iron Age

About 1400 B.C. saw the start of the Iron Age. This
heralded a major change in human society, as iton ores
are very cornmon, and iron forms very hard and durable
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Ftc. 3c. Naturally occurring native silver.

tools. In addition, the technology of smelting and
working iron is much more complex than that required
for the various alloys of copper, and different ores of iron
must be treated in different ways. As a consequence of
this, it became important that a large number of people
be able to recognize the different types of iron ore, and
it is perhaps not a coincidence that the earliest writings
on minerals date from the early Iron Age.

Nonmetallic minerals

Throughoutthe Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages, human-
ity also began to use an increasing number of minerals
unrelated to the manufacture of tools. Fascination with
Art seems an intrinsic property of the human psyche, a
statement that seems as true for our ancestors as it does
for us today. Cave art is our earliest record ofhumanity,s

TABLE I. EARLI URIT]NGS OI{ I'IINERALS

-1100 B.c.
-700 B.c.
-300 B.c.

384-322 B.C.
370-287 B.C.

23-79 A.D.
8th century
9th century

980-1037 A.D.
1540 4.0.
1556 A.D.

Indla Y&as
China Compllatlons of mlnerals
India Dsscrlptions of nlnerals
Greoce Arlstotle - lteterologlca
Greece Thoophrastus - 0n Stores
Rom€ Pliny - ,trslorta Naturalls
Parsla ilablr lbn Hayyan
Arabla Al Khlndl
Persia Avlcenna lbn Slna
Italy Blrlngucclo - Plrotecnla
eornany Agrlcola - De Re l'letalllca FIc. 4. Theophrastus (370-287 B.C.), author of "History of

Stones".
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Frc. 3d. Naturally occurring native iron.

artistic spirit. Its first expression is as rough scratchings
on cave walls, possibly of religious or superstitious
origin. However, this soon changed, and colored pig-
ments became common: manganese oxides for black,
hematite for red, malachite for gteen.

It also seems a characteristic feature ofhuman beings
to adorn themselves and their o'caves" with beautiful
objects. Ornaments of amethyst, turquoise, jade, mala-
chite, garnet, gold and silver were widespread, and trade
in precious stones was extensive. In addition, the firing
of clay to make poftery was an important advance in
human society, and the drive to produce aesthetic objects
led to the development of glazing and the manufacture
of glass.

Thus the early development of humanity is intrinsi-
cally associated with the recognition and use of minerals.
As the hon Age began, there was exiensive trade in a
wide variety of minerals, and the ability to recognize
minerals and be familiar with their properties and uses
became of importance to an increasingly large number
of people.

EARLY WRMNGS ON MINERALS

The requirement that more and more people be
conversant with minerals and their properties led to the
fint writings on minerals (Table 1). The earliest known
liierature is the Indian Vedas that date from about I 100
B.C. There are Chinese compilations of minerals dating

from the seventh century B.C., and further Indian
manuscripts from the third century B.C. The first
European work dates from this time: Aristotle (384-322
B.C.) wrote briefly on minerals inhis Meteorologica.
However, the first scientific work on (as distinct from a
simple listing of) minerals is due to Theophrastus
(370-287 B.C.). Theopbrastus (Ftg. 4) was a pupil of
Aristotle, and succeeded him as the head ofthe Lyceum
in Athens; he wrote the first mineralogy text, the
"History of Stones", thought to be his lecture notes.
Theophrastus classified minerals according to strict
Aristotelian principles, basing his work firmly on the
physical properties of minerals, and eschewing any
magical or fabled medicinal overtones that were so
characteristic of many later compilations.

Pliny (Gaius Plinius Secundius, the Eldet' 23-:79
A.D.), the celebrated Roman encyclopedist, produced a
37-volume work:. Historia Naturalis (there may have
been more volumes "in the pipeline", but volcanologists
will recognize the date of Pliny's death - he was killed
at Pompeii by the eruption of Vesuvius). Five of Pliny's
volumes deal with minerals, gemstones and their treat-
ment. It is perhaps a reflection on human nature that
Pliny goes into detail on the many gemstone-enhance-
ment techniques current at that time: oiling' dyeing, the
use of backing foils, and the manufacture of composite
stones. He writes: oo...there are descriptions as to how to
give the colour of sm.aragdas (emerald) to crystallus
(rock crystal) and how to initiate other transparent
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gems... To tell the truth he mustbe a scientistl, there is
no fraud or deceit in the world which yields greater gain
and profit than that of counterfeiting gems".

Detailed recipes for gemstone enhancement are given
inthe Papyrus Graecus Holmiensis, transcribed about
400 A.D. in Egypt "Forthepreparation of emerald: mix
together in a small jw lD drachma of copper green
(verdigris), l/2 drachma of Armenian blue (chryso-
colla), 1/2 cup ofthe urine of an uncorupted youth, and
A3 the fluid of a steer's gall. Put into this the stones,
about 24 pieces weighing about 1/2 obolus each. Put the
lid on thejar, seal the lid all around with clay, and heat
for six hours over a gentle fire made of olive-wood....
You will find that they have become emeralds."

In 97 A.D., the Chinese ambassador to Antioch. the
capital of Roman Syria, included in his report back to
China the following: "The articles made of rare and
precious stones produced in this country are sham
curiosities, and mostly not genuineo'. Things apparently
became so bad that in -300 A.D., the Emperor Dio-
cletian ordered all books describing the fabrication of
artificial gernstones to be burned. For those further
interested in this fascinating topic, the book by Nassau
(1983) is recommended.

Many subsequent wdtings commonly railed to differ-
entiate between fact and fantasy, and the onset of the'DarkAges" in Europe saw a much-reduced demand for

Ftc.5. IllusftationsfromDe Re Metallicaby Cterirypus Agricc
la; left: frontispiece; right: mining in the fifteenth century.

minerals. The next work to take a more scientific
approach is that of the eight-century Persian scientist
Jabir Ibn Hayyan. He summarized his philosophy as
follows: "The first essential is that thou shouldst do
experiments; philosophers delight in the excellence of
their experimental methods", and followed this up by
classiffing minerals according to their external appear-
ance and physical properties. Such schemes were further
developed by the Arab philosopher Al Kindi and the
Persian alchemists Ar Razi and Avicenna. Throughout
the Pre-Renaissance period, the number of known
minerals increased rapidly, and the phenomenological
approach taken by the more rigorous ofthe philosophers
was essential to the development of Mineralogy as a
u$eful science.

THE RENAISSANCE AND BTyoNn

The Renaissance was accompanied by a great expan-
sion in economic activity throughout Europe. In particu-
lar, extensive mining and smelting works arose in
Germany at the beginning of the sixteenth century. It was
here that George Bauer latinized his name to Georgius
Agricola, and published his celebrated work De Re
Metallica. This work comprehensively documents in
detail all aspects of minerals and mining, and describes
the metallurgical techniques in use at that time (Fig. 5).
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TABLE 2. tltPoRTA!{T EARTY ADVAIICES ltl IllE Plltslcs 0F l'lINEMls

Lucretlus

,r. Koppl6r

N. Stono

A. lemor

99-55 B.C.

16l l  A. lL

t669 A.D.

t750-1817 A.D.

AtoElq hypothqsls

SJ@try of snorflokes
clos*packlng of 'ato!s '

stono's hypothesls, constanct of
intorfaclal anglgs ln qusrtz

Last grea! physlcal  c l8ssi f lcat ion of
Elneral s

Lo{ of constrncy of lnlEffaclal Nnglos

Idoas on 'unl t  cgl l '  and translat lonal
sy@iry

Crystal lographtc ues, sy@try ax03

nohs hardniss scale

Derlyat lon of ths 32 crystal  c lasses

Derlvat lon of tho l4 space lat t lces

0Erlvrtlon of the 230 spaco groups;
close packlng, proposed crYstal
struct l ro of hal l te

L. Ron6 dE I ' ls le 1736-1790 A.D.

R.-J.  Hauy 1743-1922 A.D.

C .  l e t 3 s  1 8 1 5  A . D .

t .  l lohs 1825 4.0.

,1.  Hossel lg l0 A.D.

A. Bravals 18{g A.D.

E.S. F€dErov

A. Schoenf l los 1880-1890 A.0.

I .  Barlw

Frc. 6. The formation of snow crystals vla close-packing of
"snow atoms"; after Keppler in 161 I .

Agricola formally defined the mineral properties that we
are familiar with today: color, transparency, luster,
hardness, cleavage and flexibility. He used this as the
basis for a classification of minerals based on physical
properties. In addition, from his own observations he
proposed that the formation of vein minerals is a result
of circulating underground fluids. Approximately con-
temporaneous with Agricola was Vannoccio Biringuc-
cio of Siena Italy. In his work on metallurgy, Pirotecnia,
which appeared in 1540, he developed a physical
classification of minerals. similar in scope to that of
Agricola.

The physics ofminerals

Lucretius (99-55 B.C.) had lrstproposed that matter
(he explicitly included minerals) consisted of atoms of
tfie "elements" earth, air, fire and water. However, this
was essentially an axiomatic proposition. The lrst
inductive work on the internal constitution of minerals
is attributed to Johannes Keppler. In 1611, he gave the
first description of the hexagonal symmetry of snow-
flakes, proposed that they are composed of a planar
close-packed anangement of spherical 'oatoms" of ice
Gig. 6), and recognized the unique nafire of both cubic
and hexagonal close-packed arrangements ofspheres. In
1669, Nicolaus Steno (the Dane, Niels Stensen) showed
that the interfacial angles of quartz crystals are constant,
irrespective of crystal habit; he also proposed that
crystals grow by the adhesion of particles from an
external fluid, and concluded that crystal growth is

directional in nature, crystal habit depending on relative
rates of growth in different directions.

Steno's hypothesis was a very important advance, as
it established Crystallography as a quantitative science,
and external form became of great importance in the
ensuing classifications and descriptions of minerals.
These reached their zenith in the work of Abraham
Werner (1750-1817), professor of Mineralogyf at
Freiburg, Germany, who developed a comprehensive
scheme of classification for -300 minerals, that was
important for the standardization of mineral descriptions
and mineral nomenclature. As an aside, Werner was the
fint to introduce the custom of naming minerals after
specific people (Mitchell 1979): prehnite (after Col.
Hendrik von hehn), torbernite (after Torben D.
Bergman, a prominent Swedish mineralogist and ana-
lyst) and witherite (after William Withering). Although
this created considerable controversy at the time (and
has done so ever since), it has proven too popular a
custom for its opponents. Although Werner's classifica-
tion was very important at the time, the development of
chemical mineralogy had already begun, signalling the
end of physical properties as the basis for mineral
classification.

Developments in Crystallography proceeded apace
Clable 2). Following the development of the goniometer
by Carangeot in 1780, Jean Baptiste Louis Rom6 de
I'Isle (173G1790) confirmed Steno's hypothesis, estab-
lishing the law of constancy of interfacial angles.
However, the major advance of this period was made by
Ren6-Just Hany Q743-1822). In tus Traitd de cristal-
lographie, published n 1784, Haiiy proposed that
crystals consist of identical inte$al molecules stacked
together, and showed how different modifications of the
same stacking could give rise to different crystal forms

*It is worth noting that Mineralogy was the fint of the
Geological Sciences to be sufficiently well established and
useful to be taught at University.
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of the same material (Fig. 7). The similarity of his ideas
to those of the unit cell and the space lattice is very
striking. In 1815, Christian Weiss followed this up by
developing the idea of crystallographic axes and their
relationship to symmetry axes; he recognized the cubic,
tetragonal, orthorhombic, hexagonal and trigonal sys-
tems. In 1825. Friedrich Mohs. inventor of the Mohs
hardness scale" discovered the monoclinic and triclinic
crystal systems, and in 1830, Johann Hessel derived the
32 crystal classes. Auguste Bravais derived the 14 space
lattices in 1848, and the classical age of crystallography
came to a close with the derivation of the 230 space
groups by E.S. Fedorov, Artur Schoenflies and Wiltam
Barlow. Barlow also took the first steos toward a more
fundamental understanding of minerali by proposing the

TTIE CANADIAN MINERALOGIST

Fto. 7. Different crystal forms derived from the stacking of identical "blocks"; after
Rend-Just Ha0y, l7 43-1822.

crystal-structure arrangement of halite; however, this
was largely ignored by the science of the day, and
vindication of his views had to await the technology of
the twentieth century.

The chzm.istry of minerals

Abraham Werner's great classification of minerals
was tlte last gasp of physical properties as a basis for
mineral classification. The work of the more systematic
alchemists (Fig. 8) eventually began to bear fruit with
the gradual development of chemical mineralogy. In
1758, Kronstedt developed a classification of minerals
that was a hybrid of chemical and physical criteria, and
the chemical study of minerals began to accelerate,
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THE SYSTEM OF

MINERALOGY
of lames Dwight Dann and Muard. Salisbury Datw

Yale Unioersitr, 1837 - 1892

SEYENTII EDITION
&dtdy Foriuen anil Cratly Enlargd

By

CIIARLES PALACIIE

t ic  lotc I IARRY BEI iMAN

azd CLIFFORD FITONDEL

Horaard Uniaersity

Ftc. 8. Frontispiece of the seventh edition of The System of
Mineralogy of James Doyle and Edward Salisbury Dana
GaJache et al.1944).

particularly with the systematic studies and writings of
such scientists as TorbernBergman (1735-1784). Many
famous classical chemical mineralogists* carried out
analytical studies of the minerals known at that time.
Numerous new minerals and twenty-five new chemical
elements were discovered between 1790 and 1830. a
period of amazing growth in scientific knowledge. Akey
factor here was the discovery' of the laws of
stoichiometry by the English chemist John Dalton
(1766-1844). With the development of Dalton's atomic
theory, the importance of the chemical constitution of
minerals was soon realized, and all serious schemes of
mineral classification subsequently had their basis in
mineral chemistry.

In this period, one figure stands out above the others:
Jon Jacob Berzelius ( 1779-1848). This famous Swedish
mineralogist-+hemist developed a mineral classifi cation
based on the elechonegative elements, giving such
classes of minerals as oxides, halides, phosphates,
sulfates and silicates, essentially the scheme that we still
use today. At this time, Frangois Beudant and William
H. Wollaston (who said that naming minerals after
people is not a good idea!) discovered the concept of
solid solution in minerals. and Eilhardt Mitscherlich
(1794-1863) proposed the idea of polymorphism. The
sudden success in bringing order to a rapidly increasing
number of minerals, to say nothing of discovering many

*Most of the well-known chemical mineralogists have their
mineral (Table 3), whereas of the physical mineralogists and
crystallographers, only one, Rend-Just Haiiy (hauyne), is so
commemorated.

new elements, established the chemical basis of Miner-
alogy and the pre-eminence ofBerzelius and his idea.

The year 1837 is a landmark in the history of
Mineralogy. It marks the date of publication of the fust
edition of A System of Mineralogy by James Dwight
Dana (1813-1895). The fourth edition of this work
appeared in 1854, and in this edition, Dana introduced
the "modern" chemical classification scheme of Ber-
zelius, and systematically applied it to all known
minerals. Dw:a's System remains the only all-encom-
passing mineral classification, and is still in use today
(Frg. 8).

I should perhaps say something about the emphasis
on mineral classification that pervades the above ac-
count of the history of Mineralogy. Many scientists feel
that matters ofclassification are trivial, and belong to the
realm of "stamp collecting" rather than "real science";
all this shows is that these people are so narrowly
focused that they lack the need to organize their
knowledge. A scientffic classificarton is a disrtilation of
our lcnowledge conceming the nature of the objects
under consideration. The more fundamental our knowl-
edge, the "deeper" and more effective the classification;
perhaps the best example of this is the periodic table of
the elements. However, it still needs to be emphasized
thatthe "discovery" of atoms andthe development ofthe
periodic table were accomplishments of the "stamp
collectors" and &e classifiers. and not the result of
"more fundamental" discoveries at a later date. We can
take the state of mineral classification as a long-term
indicator of our fundamental knowledge of Mineralogy:
frst, the development of a physical classification, then
the development of a chemical classification and, in this
century, the beginnings of a structural classification of
minerals. '

THBTwsMrsrH CENTURY

The twentieth century has seen a revolution in the
basic structure of Science. In 1895, J.J. Thompson
(Cavendish hofessor of Physics) remarked that Physics

TABLE 3. EARLY CHB.IICAL I.IINERALOGISTS ND fiEIR
OFFSPRING

Kronstodt L722-1765
Bergoan 1735-U84
B€rzelius 1779-1848
Vauquelln 1763-1820
cadol ln

Tennant

l{ol l aston

Stroneyor

Arfvodson

Rose

1760-1852
l76t-18t7
1766-1826
1778-1&15
1792-184t
1795-1864

Cronstedtite

Torbsrnlto

Berzel i l te

Vauquel I nlte

cadol lnl to

Tennanlte

!ollastonlte

Stroneyerlte

Arfvedsonlte

Rossl lte
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The Structut"e oJ' Som,e Crystal.s cts fnd,icq,tecl by tlrcir Difri'ccctiori
o1f X-rays.

By W. L Bnecc, B.A

(Communicatod by Prof. \Y. E. Bragg, F.ILS. Received June 2l,-Read
June 26, 1913.)

[Pr.rtr lO.]
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Ftc.9. The beginning of W.L. Bragg's histonc paperon the structure of crystals; afterBragg
(1913).

ATOMIC STRT]CTURE
OF MINERALS

BY

\xr. L, BRA@
larguoilb, Ptolesor ol Pbyitt in

Tbe Y;ct6)4 Unirdtitt ol ilacbeta

FIc. 10. left: W.L. Bmgg; righc frontispiece of The Atomic
Strucnre of Minzrals @rlagg 1937).
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was nearly a "finished" science; two small matters
remained to be solved. and Science would become the
straightforward application ofphysical laws. One never
ceases to be amazed at such a lack of appreciation for
the complexity of Nature; the search for "universal laws"
often seems to blind people to the possibility that their
'lrniversal" laws may only be applicable (or perhaps
'televant") within a specific domain of conditions.
Anyway, the'two small matters" referred to above gave
rise to quantum theory and relativity, and revolutionized
our practice and understanding of Science, including
Mineralogy.

M ine rab gy and cry s tallo g raphy

In I 9 12. under the direction of Max von Laue. Walter
Friedrich and Paul Knipping discovered the diffraction
of X rays by crystals. This discovery was immediately
seized upon by the young William L. Bragg and his
father, W.H. Bragg, who gave a simple interpretation of
this type of experiment Braggs' Law, and derived the
crystal structure of halite. Although twenty years earlier,
William Barlow had proposed that halite was composed
of spherical atoms of Na and Cl arranged in a close-
packed manner, he had been ignored by the chemists,
who considered that NaCl should consist of molecules

TSE PRTNCIPIES DETERMINITYG TgE STRUCTT]RI OF
COMPLEX IONIC CRTSAALS

B! LM PA@NC

kcses3@43.198 I '@l }@5. t9S

l. Th3 Reladve Stability of Altetlatlve Structut€s of loltc Crysta!&-
The elqcidatioq ol tle factc tletemining tle relatire stabilitv of altet-
natirc qystalliue strrcfir6 of a sbstee eould be of the gBtst siglifr-
mc in tle delrlopEst of the thct of the slid state. $ay, fc s-
mple, do sme of tle alkali halidc cysta[ize wit! tle sodim chloricle
structure @d roe wit! the sim cbloride structure? Slry de ti
taim dicide sds difi@t mditiom me tle difr@t structrc
of rutile, b@kite dd @te? Wly alc alminu iuciliete, Al:SiOr
Fr, qystallize wit! tle structre of toPs ud not rit! erc oths sttuc-
tre? Tbs quetioc m mered fomally b'y the statmot thrt itr
each cas the structue with the midmum fre eucgy is stabb. fhis
aws, howerq, is not utidyiag; what is deired i! ffi atomistic md
qumtum tlmtical m is the esplauatim of this miaimm frc uergy
h tms of at(m or i@ od tleir propertia.

FI6. 11. left: Linus Pauling; right: the beginning of Linus
Pauling's classic paper on "Pauling's rules" (Pauling 1929).

of NaCl ananged in some fashion; W.L. Bragg (Fig. 9)
showed that Barlow was right and that the conventional
view was wrong. The elegance ofBragg's conception is
amazing. Normally, an experiment involves one \n-
known and one or more known quantities or facts; in this
particular case, there were two unknowns: (i) whether X
rays have a wave-like behavior; (ii) whether crystals are
periodic. Bragg's interpretation showed both of these to
betrue and, as abonus, produced the fust experimentally
determined atomic arangement of a crystal.

W.L. Bragg went on to solve other simple mineral
structures very rapidly. This work proceeded through the
1920s, dominated by Bragg and his coworkers, names
to fire the imagination today: B.E. Warren, who solved
the structures of diopside, tremolite and vesuvianite, a
truly heroic achievement; J. West, who solved the
structures of beryl, muscovite and biotite; W.H. Taylor,
who solved the structure offeldspar, a Christrnas present
for an unsuspecting world. By 1935, the structures of
most of the common rock-forming minerals were known
(Frg. l0), and W.L. Bragg produced a structural classi
fication for the silicate minerals, based on the polymeri-
zation of (alumino-) silicate tetrahedra. T:his tour-de-
force of structural mineralogy gave an atomistic
rationale for the macroscopic physical properties of
minerals, and allowed a more complete interpretation of
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FIc. 12. The increase in the discovery ofnew mineral species
over the past one hundred and fifty years; after Skinner &
Skinner (1980).

their chemistry, particularly where complex solid-solu-
tions are involved.

Linus Pauling capitalized on Bragg's work, and
produced his famous rules @ig. I l) that form one of the
cornerstones of modern crystal-chemistry. These con-
tributed significantly to the solution and interpretation
of some of the more complex silicate structures; when
Waren solved the crystal structure of tremolite (Warren
1929), he used Pauling's third ruleto showthattremolite
contains essential hydroxyl, and that the (OII)- anion
occupies the O(3) site. Pauling's rules have come under
criticism at different times as being based on an
unrealistic (i.e.,the ionic) model of the chemical bond.
Of course, this is nonsense. The rules are a set of
(inductive) generalizations based on the observed stereo-
chemistry of a large number of crystal structures, and on
this basis, are valid observationsa indeed, Burdett &
McClarnan (1984) have argued for a molecular-orbital
basis of Pauling's rules. In any even! the rules have
proven too useful to be discarded, and they [or their
generalizations by Brown & Shannon (1973) and Brown
(1981)l remain in extensive use today,

The development of powder diffraction occurred in
1917, and was an extremely important event for Mner-
alogy. It meant that minerals could be identified rapidly
and reliably, without the great amount of work associ-
ated with chemical analysis. This initiated a new era in
the discovery of mineral .species (Frg. l2). The rate of
discovery increased radically at this point, and it is
notable that this rate has been sustained in subsequent
decades, primarily by the introduction of new and rapid
techniques of characterization, of which electron-micro-
probe analysis has been the most important.

Mineralogy, geochemistry and petrolo gy

Between 1790 and 1924" an enorrnous number of
minerals and rocks were chemically analyzed. Geo-
chemistry tended to be synonymous with the chemical
analysis of Earth materials, and a large amount of data
was gathered on the composition of the Earth. However,
there was very little adequate interpretative work, except
for that of Van't Hoff on the gypsum-alhydrite transi-
tion. The detailed chemistry of many of the important
rock-forming minerals was not understood, and al-
though the general principle of solid solution had been
known for a long time, the true complexity of the
solid-solution relationships in many mineral groups
resisted efforts to understand them.

The key figure in the resolution of this situation was
Victor M. Goldschmidt (Frg. 13). He started out :rs a
petrologist, working on metamorphic rocks in Norway
during the period 19ll-1922. Howeve\ he became
disenchanted with the current state of understanding of
the chemistry of minerals and the relationships between
the compositions of coexisting minerals in rocks. In
1922, he set up a group at Oslo to work on the crystal
structures of minerals and inorganic materials. As a
result of this work, Goldschmidt(1937) established his
general laws governing the distribution of elements in
minerals, explaining their behavior in terrns of the
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Ftc. 13. Victor M. Goldschmidt, geochemist extraordinaire,



1. Pyrite a,nd szomolnotite
2. Pyrite and halotric.hite
3, Copiapite
4. Jardite
5. Parabutlerite

atomic structure of the minerals and the crystal-chemical
behavior of thei constituent elements. This work was
summarized in his seminal book Geochemistrv
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6. Alums
7. Pisanite, var. salvadorite
8. Botryogen, rnr. quetenite
9. Copiapite and botryogen

10. Alteredountryrock

(Goldschmidt 1954), possibly the most important text in
the Earth Sciences this century.

Contemporaneous with the development of Geo-
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MINERALOGY OF THREE SIILPHATE DEPOSITS
OF NORTHERN CHILE"

Menr C. BaNov, Hanaril Unhtersity, Combrid.ge, Moss.

F--E--Gn' {

Frc. 3. Sketch of a specimen of zoned sulphates lrom Quetena' showing
distribution of the minerals present.

Ftc. 14. Paragenesis of sulfate minerals from the Quetana deposit in northem Chile; after
Bandy (1938).
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chemistry was an explosion of work on the synthesis and
stabilify of minerals and mineral assemblages. During
the nineteenth century, the advent of the petrographic
microscope, when combined with extensive field stud-
ies, had led to the development oftwo schools ofthought
on the origin of "crystalline" rocks: the "magmatists"
and the "transformationists". Pioneering experimental
work had been done by Sir James Hall ( 176 t-l832), but
the extensive investigations necessary to examine the
phase chemistry of granites and basalts were not feasible
prior to the development of the platinum thermocouple
in 1886. At the turn of the century, the magmatic theories
of Rosenbuch were well established, and formed an
excellent background for experimental phase petrology
to begin. The key figure here was Norman L. Bowen,
who joined the newly established (1906) Geophysical
Laboratory of the Carnegie Institute of Washington in
I 9 I 0, and published his seminal work on the plagioclase
feldspars three years later (Bowen 1913). This was an
important step toward the more complex systems that
would give rise to his ideas of fractional crystallization
(Bowen 1915, 1928) and the eventual examination of
petrologically applicable (r'.e., wet) systems. The impor-
tance of this new area was that it allowed real temDera-
tures and pressures to be assigned to the breakdbwn,
melting and crystallization of both minerals and rocks,
as well as the experimental characterization of such
important physicochemical processes as peritectic reac-
tion and crystal resorption in magmas.

While these great developments were occurring in the
laboratory, work of fundamental importance was con-
tinuing in the field. In particular, detailed field mapping,
coupled with textural and chemical studies, revolution-
ized ideas on mineral paragenesis and on ways that
mineralogical studies could be applied to the charac-
terization of petrological processes on a much more
detailed scale than had hitherto been realized. I will
briefly describe two examples, one relatively unknown
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Flc. 15. The Skaergaard intrusion in eastem Greenland; from Wager & Brown (1968).

(but of extremely high quality), and the other of
considerable fame.

In the late 1930s, W.C. Bandy mapped and carried
out detailed mineralogical investigations ofthe copper
deposits ofnorthern Chile, and published a classic study
(Bandy 1938) on the paragenesis of the (oxidized)
sulfate minerals associated with these deposits (Fig. 14).
This work is a masterpiece of careful field work and
meticulous observations on both the large scale and the
small scale; Bandy recorded both broad trends and local
variations in paragenetic sequence. It has significantly
influencad contemporary work on what features control
the stability and sequence of crystallization of minerals.

Perhaps the best known and most influential work is
that of Wager and coworkers (summarized in Wager &
Brown 1968) on the Skaergaard intrusion (Fig. 15) in
southern Greenland. This work gave us an appreciation
for the change in compositions of solid solutions of
minerals as a function of conditions of crystallization,
and emphasized that there is an enormous amount of
information on the petrological history of rocks con-
tained in the detailed compositional variations oftheir
rock-forming minerals. Today there is a synergistic
interaction between field work and experimental
(phase-) mineralogy and petrology that augments both
areas, such tlat we are now using specific field mapping
to test hypotheses developed from experimental work,
as well as using experimental work to test ideas devel-
oped in the field.

"MotsRN TNEs": MINERALocy
AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

At the beginning of the 1960s, a technological
revolution began in Mineralogy with the development
of the electron microprobe, and the last thirty years have
seen an almost continuous introduction of new instru-
mental techniques into Mineralogy. Work on mineral
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structure and chemistry has been greatly enhanced by
the application of many spectroscopic techniques to
Mineralogy, beginning in the late 1960s. These tech-
niques are of considerable importance, not the least
because they can give short-range structural informa-
tion, and can be used on noncrystalline materials
(glasses, melts, atc.). Below, I outline (very briefly) the
uses ofeach technique, together with a short description
of its physical basis in the case of those techniques that
are of less general familiarity. What is apparent from this
discussion is that our capabilities forthe characterization
of minerals are now far greater than what could have
been imagined thirfy years ago.

Ele ctron+nic rop rob e analy s is

The first instrument was designed and built by J.D.
Castaing in the late 1950s, and within a few years,
commercial models were on the market. The electron
microprobe revolutionized both Mineralogy and Petrol-
ogy, as the analysis of minerals became rapid and fairly
straightforward. Our knowledge of mineral chemistry
improved greatly as chemical compositions of minerals
were no longer adversely affected by exsolution and
inclusions. In addition, such microfeatures as zoning,
exsolution and inclusions became chemically accessi-
ble, and we began to view Petrology in a more process-
oriented way as the temporal and spatial resolution of
our knowledge increased. As the technology of the
instrument has improved, detection limits have fallen,

such that we can now examine minor elements in
minerals. The chemical range for analysis also has
expanded; now we can reliably analyze for boron, and
even beryllium seems feasible in the near future.

C ry s t al - structur e refineme nt

With the advent of the electron microprobe, there was
an explosion in the amount of compositional data
available on common rock-forming and accessory min-
erals. The resultant thrust to bet0er understand the
general chemistry of silicate minerals, and apply ther-
modynamic models to the intercrystalline distribution of
elementso required a much better knowledge of mineral
structure and crystal chemistry. This need, coupled with
the commercial development of automated four-circle
single-crystal (X-ray) diffractometers, combined to pro-
duce a rapid expansion of work in mineralogical crystal-
lography. The basic crystal-chemical framework of
olivines (Brown 1978), pyroxenes and amphiboles
(Clark et al. 1969, Paprke et al. 1969), micas (Bailey
1984) and feldspars (Smith 1974ab) was put into place
during this time. At the same time, work greatly
expanded in the determination of unknown mineral
structures (Moore 1965,1970), for the frst time provid-
ing the opportunity to examine the factors important in
determining the absolute stability of a structural arange-
ment.

Most rock-forming silicates form at high tempera-
tures and pressures (l'.e., not at 25oC and I bar), and the
next step in understanding their behavior was to charac-

VELOCITY. MM /S

FIc. 16. The spectral expression of Mg-Fe disorder in amphi-
bole: left: Miissbauer spectrum showing contributions from
Fefi at M(2) (black doublet) and Fe'* at M(l) (unshaded
doublet) nd M(3) (sponed double0, after Bancroft ar aL
(1967); rieht infrared spectrum in the principal OH-
stretching region, showing bands (A-D) due to local Mgr,
Mg2Fe, MgFe2 and Fq arrangements, after Bums & Strens
(1966).
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terize structural change as a function of temperature and
pressure. Structure refinement at high temperature
(Cameron a al. 1973) and high pressure (Hazen 1976)
showed previous speculations on structural behavior ro
be faidy accurate. Macroscopic thermal expansion and
compression proceed primarily by bond-bending where
possible. Microscopic thermal expansion and compres-
sion at the coordination polyhedron level is inversely
related to cation-anion bond-sfen$h; strongly bonded
units, such as (SiOo) groups, show low thermal expan-
sion and compressibility, whereas more weakly bonded
units, such as (NaOs) groups, show high thermal expan-
sion and compressibility. To a first approximation,
temperature and pressure can be considered as having
inverse effects on a crystal structure (Hazen & hewitt
1977).To date, most work in this area has focused on
the measurement of physical properties. However, there
is considerable potential in examining the vmiation in
vibrational characteristics of sructures as a function of
temperature and pressure, as this should afford consid-
erable insight into mechanisms of structural breakdown
or transition, mechanisms of chemical reactions in the
solid state, and the nature of diffrrsional pathways in
minerals.

A major conceptual advance in the crystal-chemical
study of minerals was made by Rossi et al. (1983) and
U nguetti e t al. ( 1 983 ). They real :zed that the lar g e - s c al e
structure refinement of rock-forming minerals could
give greatly increased insight into the crystal-chemical
behavior of chemically complex minerals (garnets,
olivines, pyroxenes, amphiboles). Of panicular sigaifi-
cance was the derivation ofFeh/Fe2* ratios in pyroxenes
and amphiboles, and the recognition of the importance
of unusual constituents (e.g., Li, Zn) and patt€rns of
order in specific petrological environments. The combi-
nation of large-scale strucfure refinement and electron-
(and ion-) microprobe work promises to be a powerful
tool for a more complele characterization ofpetrological
and tectonic processes (e.g., Ague & Brandon 1992).

M d s sb auer spe ctro scopy

Perhaps the technique with the most immediate
impact in the late 1960s was Mdssbauer spectroscopy.
This involves the resonant absorption and emission of
ganuna rays by specific atomic nuclei; of most minera-
logical interest are 57Fe, 1lesn, ll2sb, l53Eu and lqAu.
hon is by far the most imporfant species, and Fe in
different valence st4tes and at different sites in a
structure can be recognized and (in many cases) quanti-
tatively analyzed (Fig. l6a). This allows FeYFe2* ratios
to be more easily measured, and also allows (partial) site
pop-ulations to be derived (Bancroftet a\.1967) in many
rock-forming minerals. As time went on, Mtissbauer
spectroscopy was applied to problems beyond the
resolution ofthe technique, and its reputation suffered
accordingly (rather unfairly, as this was the fault of the
experimenter rather than the method). However, it now

seems to have recovered from this, and 57Fe work now
addresses such diverse topics as next-nearest-neighbor
effects (Bancroft et al. 1983), intervalence charge-
transfer (Amthauer et al. 1980), magnetic properties of
minerals (Ghose et al. 1987), and surface oxidation
states (uia conversion-electon Mijssbauer spectros-
copy), as well as its more traditional areas of valence
state and site populations.

Vib rational sp e cto s copy

A vibrational mode in a crystal will absorb electro-
magnetic radiation if the frequencies of the vibration and
the radiation are coincident, and if the excited vibration

38q) 94q) 3m0 26(I'

Wavonumlerfcndl

FIc. 17. Polarized single-crystal infrared spectra in theprincipal
OH-stretching region of norninally anhydrous mantle mine-
rals: (a) garneL (b) kyanite, (c) olivine, (d) enstatite, (e/
zircon, (f) omphacir; afterBell & Rossman (192).
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Frc. 18. Ultahigh-resolution MAs NMR spectrum of highly siliceous ZSIvI-S (zeoute),

showing 2l of the 24 crystallographically distinct si sites resolved; aftetFyfe et aI.
(1987).
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results in a change in the dipole moment of the crystal;
this gives rise to InfraRed (IR) absorption spectroscopy.
The Raman effect occurs where electomagnetic radia-
tion is (elastically or inelastically) scaftered by a crystal,
with an ensuing vibrational transition in which energy is
absorbed or imparted to the scattered radiation; this gives
rise to Raman spectroscopy (McMillan & Hofmeister
1988). Much early work dealt with the degree of order
in simple oxides (White 1967). However, IR spectros-
copy in the principal OH-stretching region made a
sigaificant impact on the characterization of order in
amphiboles @g. 16b, Bums & Stens 1966) and micas
(Vedder I 964) after the initial discovery ofthis approach
by Bassett (1960). Iaier work showed sigrfficant prob-
lems in the basic theory underlying this particular
application, but it is now being used iricreasingly to
characterize the environment of hydrogen in minerals,
both hydrous and nominally anhydrous. The latler use is
of considerable geological significance, as nominally
anhydrous minerals are a significant reservoir for mantle
hydrogen (Bell & Rossman 1992) (Fie. 17), and the
presence ofhydrogen greatly affects diffusion rates in
minerals (Goldsmith 1987). Both IR and Raman spec-
troscopies are also being used to (partiatly) characterize
the vibrational energy density of states in minerals for
thermodynamic calculations (Kieffer 1979).

Both IR and Raman spectroscopies are also effective
with noncrystalline materials, and have been important
techniques for the sfuctural characterization of glasses.
Of particular inlerest here has been the use of principal

stretching frequencies of silicate groups for the charac-
terization of connectivity in silicate glasses (McMillan
I 984), and the use of IR specfroscopy to characterize the
roleof hydrogen (as OH, H2O orboth) in aluminosilicate
glasses and melts (Stolper 1982).

Nuclear Magnetic Resorwnce (NMR) specnoscopy

NMR involves the resonant absorption and emission
of (radio-frequency) electromagnetic radiation by an
atomic nucleus via the interaction of is magnetic
multipole moment with an applied magnetic field.
Transition energies are sensitive to the local electric-
field gradient around the nucleus, and hence NMR is a
usefirl technique for the characterization of degree of
order in (diamagnetic) minerals. The complexity of the
spectra is greatly reduced if the sample is spun at the
' magic" angle 0, where 0 is given by the equation 3cos20
- I = 0 (i.e., 0 = 54.7'), giving rise to the technique
known as Magic-Angle Spinning (MAS). MAS NMR
has revolutionized the application of NMR to Mineral-
ogy. Prior to its development in -1980' there was very
little NMR work done on minerals. With the application
of MAS NMR to silicates (Lippmaa et al- 1980), thete
was an explosion of work, first on spin -rlz nuclei (of
which 2esi is the most important) and then on quadrupo-
lar nuclei such as tAl, 23Na and l7o. The strength of the
method is that it can be used on diamagnetic minerals
(and in powdered form) and noncrystalline materials
(glasses, mels, gels); its weakness is that the absorption
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Ftc. 19. Polarized electronic absorption spectrum of tremolite; after Goldman & Rossman (1977).

signals are quenched by the presence of significant (:1
wtVo) paranragnetic components. Nevertheless, it has
been a very important technique in the derivation of
AI-Si distributions and local structure in aluminosilicate
minerals: feldspars, Kirkpatrick et at. (1987); feld-
spathoids and zeolites, Figure 18 andFyfe et al. (1987),
and glasses: Kirkpatrick et al. (1986).

Many dynamic processes of interest in Mineralogy
and Geochemistry (e.9., diffusion of species in melts and
zeolitic minerals) occur on a time-scale that is accessible
to NMR spectroscopy (Stebbins 1988). Combined with
the possibility of characterizing this behavior at ..inter-
esting" conditions (e.g., at high temperatures for the
examination of motions associated with melting and
magmatic flow: Liu et al. 1987),this type of application
will be of great geological interest in the future. In
addition, new developments in bettercharacterization of
quadrupolar nuclei hold promise for much more diverse
applications to Earth materials.

Electronic abs orption spectroscopy

When light passes through a crysial, it may be
absorbed by electronic transitions from the ground state
to an excited state of the system. Such transitions
commonly involve (l) d-orbital transitions in first-row
transition elements (e.g.,Fe2+, Fe3*, Mn2*, Mn3*, V3*,
etc.): (2) Inter-Valence Charge Transfer (MT),

q000

2500

whereby an electron is transferred from an orbital on one
transition metal to an orbital on a locally adjacent
transition metal; (3) cation-anion charge transfer,
whereby charge transfer occurs between a filled anion-
orbital and a patially occupied cation-orbital; (4) tran-
sitions between the valence band and the conduction
band(e.g., of a semiconducting mineral); (5) transitions
between the valence band and any impurity level within
the band gap, or between an impurity level and the
conduction band. There have been many attempts to use
electronic absorption spectroscopy for site-occupancy
studies, but with some notable exceptions (e.g., Fig. l9),
this has not been very successful. However, it has been
very important to our understanding of coloration
mechanisms in minerals (Burns 1970, Nassau 1983,
Rossman 1988). This is a very difficult area of study;
our knowledge is still only qualitative, and in general,
very incomplete, as in most cornmon rock-forming
minerals, several different mechanisms can contribute to
the actual color seen by the human eye. However, recent
improvements in instrumentation may increase our
understanding in this area.

Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) spectroscory

ESR involves the resonant absorption and emission
of (microwave) electromagnetic radiation by the elec-
trons of a paramagnetic ion. Transition energies are
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XANES EXAFS F-free glasses

comotex coordlnatlon <REE-D (A)

La-0

Yb-0

Gd-0

7 0 x

5 0 x

7 0 x

6-7 0x

2.42
2.20
2.42

<2.36>

F-bearing glasses

Complex coordinatlon <nrr-L> 1A1

Gd-F

Yb-F

La-o, F

6 r

8 F

2 .30

2 .23

4 F,4 0x <2.36>

ENERGY (eV)

(b)

* data from Ponander & Brom (1989a'b)

Frc. 20. (a) K-edge X-ray absorption spectrum of Mn in MnO2;
(b) scattering mechanisms giving rise to the various parts of
the spectrum in (a).

sensitive to the surrounding crystal-field; hence the
spectra give information on the characteristics of the
local environment, and site occupancies can be derived
(Calas 1988). ESR is applicable only to paramagoetic
species, primarily ions with an odd number of electrons
(e.g., Mn2*, Fe3*), and color centers (unpaired electrons
or holes at "lattice" defects). tn addition, the paramag-
netic species must be very dilute, or else their magnetic
moments will interact and result in a broad structureless
resonance. Thus ESR is a trace-element technique, and
has given us most of the information we have on
trace-element ordering in minerals and its possible
sensitivity to temperature (e.g., Ghose & Schindler
1969). However, ESR has seen relatively little use in
Mineralogy compared with the other spectroscopic
methods. Perhaps the increasing interest in trace-ele-
ment behavior in minerals (promoted by the availability
of microbeam analytical techniques for trace elements)
will encourage increased use of this technique.

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS)

When X rays are absorbed by an element" there is a
gradual change in the amount ofabsorption with energy,
intemrpted by a dramatic increase in absorption at a
specific energy that is characteristic of the absorbing
element. This feature is known as an absorption edge
(Fig. 20a), and is caused by the excitation ofan electron
from a deep core level to an empty bound state or a
continuum state. Whenthephotoelectron is ejected from
the absorbing ion, it may interact with the local environ-
ment (Fig. 2Ob) via (1) strong multiple scattering that
produces a modulation close to the absorption edge in
the XANES (X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure)
region of the spectrum, and (2) a weak single-scattering
process that produces weaker oscillations at higher
energies in the EXAFS @xtended X-ray Absorption
Fine-Structure) region ofthe spectrum. One can derive
interatomic distances and coordination numbers ofboth
major and minor elements in both crystalline and
noncrystalline materials (Brown et al. 1988). Only a
small amount of work has been done thus far, partly
because of the short time that the technique has been in
use, and partly because of the limited availability of the
equipment (it needs a synchrotron as an X-ray source;
although some normal X-ray sources have been used.for
such work, they are impractical for most mineralogical
and geological uses). Ponander & Brown (1989a"b)
examined the behavior of La Gd and Yb in silicate and
aluminosilicate glasses, and derived coordination num-
bers and local meanbortd-lengths around the rare-earth
species (Table 4), the first information of this sort to be
a-eriveO. They also showed that in halogen-bearing
glasses, there is preferential complexing (Table 4)' and
here too derived mean bondJengths to specific fgand
types. This sort of work is going to make a major
difference to our understanding of noncrystalline mate-
ljrals andthebehavior of trace elements in minerals and
melts.

W Absoruing Atom

XANES
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FIc. 21. IIRTEM micrograph of olivine partially amorphized by 1 .5 MeV Kr+ ion irradiation; a: amorphous domains the size of
displacement cascades in a crystalline matrix (after a dose of 2.55 x l0l2 ionVcm2: b: isolated crvstalline domains in an
amorphous matrix (after 1.7 x l0r3 ionVcm2); after Wang & Ewing (1992).

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

The electron microscope was developed in the 1930s,
but was not used widely for mineralogical work until the
1970s. At this time, it began to assume importance in the
study of microstructures, as it extended our powen of
observation way below the resolution of the optical
microscope. Fine exsolution-induced textures revealed
tltepresence of low-temperature solvi in many important
rock-forming minerals, and the development of AEM
(Analytical Electron Microscopy) played an imporrant
role in quantiffing the chemical characteristics of such
sfuctures. Antiphase domains and $/in domains were
identified in many minerals that show high-temperature
or high-pressure phase transitions. [n particular, an-
tiphase domains show wide variation in size and texture
within a specific mineral type, and contain significant
information on thermal history. Thus Carpenter (1981)
showed that domain size in omphacite correlates
strongly with peak metamorphic temperature, the min-
erals originally growing with metastable shofi-range
order and then developing long-range order ylc forma-
tion of antiphase domains subsequent to initial crystal-
lization. TEM work on this scale should be of increasing
importance in the future, particularly in the interpreta-

tion of physicalproperties of minerals (e.9., magnetism)
that play important roles in other areas of the Earth
Sciences.

A major step forward in the further application of
electron microscopy toMineralogy was takenby Buseck
& Iijima (1974), who showed that structure images of
minerals can be obtained at the unit-cell level: such
images can now be obtained with a resolution of -1 A.
This gives us a picture of the "real" structure (unlike
X-ray and neutron diffraction, which "image" the long-
range average structure), and has contributed greatly to
our understanding of atomic-scale processes in minerals.
In particular, it has shown the presence of extended
defects in chain and sheet silicates (Veblen 1981), and
has played an importantrole in understanding low-tem-
perature alteration reactions in clay minerals @eacor
1992). High-resolution TEM also has played an impor-
tantrole in work onradiation damage in minerals, atopic
that has been of significant economic and political
interest because of is importance to the problem of
nuclear-waste disposal. It has been possible to trace the
development of structural damage with increasing dose
of radiation (Fig. 2l), confirming the model of Ewing
(1975) for the final amorphous structure. HRTEM
studies have still scarcely touched the large number of
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Frc. 22. How to reat a rock.

mineral reactions awaiting study, and a much larger

number of these instruments are needed within the Earttt

Science communitY.

MTCNOSSAM TECHNIQUES

In the past, Mineralogy has focused o1 fgur lain
characteristics of minerals: structure' crystal chemistry'

maior-element chemistry, and physical properties' How-

evir, things are changing. Many people-are now domg

Mineralogy, people who don't consider themselves

minerUo[ists: geochemists, petrologists, sedimentolo-

eists. atmospheric scientists, even geochronologlsts'

fitt"i" p"opr6 have realized that if you grind up a rock

for analysis of any sort, you lose an enornous alnount

of information (Fig.22).It is far beuer to analyze.the

individual mineiati for what you want: light lithophile

J.."ntt, t 
"-earth 

elements (REE^), high-Jield-strength
elements (IIFSE), oxygen isotopes, carbon isotopes'

upf, *xfna., etc.-ln fact, why analyze-the bulk

*io"Atf Aguin, we are undoubtedly losing information
bv doine thai; we need microprobe methods for this type

oi *ottl and we have been getting them in the last ten

years.

S e c onlary - I on M as s SP ectrometry
(SIMS)

SIMS uses a focused ion beam to remove ions from

the sample and analyze their mass and charge with a

rnur, ,#tto."t"t; this was the first microbeam tech-

nique to allow the analysis of samples for trace elements

*l itotop"t (Shimizu et aL 1978, Lovering 1975)'

There was some initial trouble in dealing with com-

piexed lons, but improvements in technique and instru-

mental resolution have now resolved many of these

oroUt"*t. The ability to analyze trace samples for RE-E'

ifnsg *a F is now contributing significantly to-studles

; --tl; processes (Satters & Shimizu 1988)' In

"OAii"", 
sdtns is sensitive to parts 9i th9 periodic table

inaccessible (or only recently accessible) to the elecfion

microprobe, and is important as a microprobe tecnnlque'fJ;":lit 
;;"" and major light-lithophile elements: H

i;ilt;& wttiams rs"sal aio r-i, se ano B-(ottotini er
ii.-tsh).It should not be forgotten that S^IMS is.an

i.otopi" iechnique; it has proven very powerful for high

?routial i"tofution microprobe dating (Compston e/ aL

r ds2i,;r zoned minerals lwith different temporal. gen-

erations of gowth) using radiogenic isotopes' and as a

microprobe for stable isotoPes'"..itfrs 
it ato a surface technique, and so by-continual

*uf"tit of u surface, he depth profile of distribution of

;;;iil 
"i.."ntt 

can be derived' This has made SMS

ri-i.""n-t tool in studies of mineral dissolution and

weathering (Muir er a/ 1990)'

Synchrotron X- raY Fluore s c enc e
(SXRF)

The fluorescent emission of characteristic X-rays by

";;;;; 
or rock has long been used for whole-rock

analysis. The recent availabilitv 
"l ry*;i:5:tl?,,1:t"v

souic"s Ua synctrotronradiation (cf XAS),has allowed

the development of a synchrofion X-ray fluorescence

lSXnfi .i"toprobe. This has the advantage ofvery low

iu.teto*O signals, and hence is an ideal frace-element

;;-iq; Nthough it must still be regarded as.being in

the development stage, SXRF shows prormse^as a

t u""-"t"rn"nt microprobe method Q'u et aL 1989) for

thefuture.
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Ftc'23' KX'ray line PD(E spectrum of a sampre of apatite from Durango, Mexico, showing
the resolution of the various ftEE K lines; I AsKa, 2 RbKo, r stra" a yro, 5 InKd
6I-aKa,7 CeKo,, 8 prKcq 9 NdKo, t0 kfp, I 1 CeKp, t2 Sm,t(a, 13 NdKp, tA CdKc-.,
15 Tb.Kq, 16 YbKol and, 17 ybKa2: after Durocher e t al. (1988\.

P roton- induc e d emis s ion methods

. The basic-principles ofthis group oftechniques are
the same as those of the electron micioprobe, except tirat
the exciting particles are protons rathir than electrons.
A^s the mass of the proton is much greater than the mass
of an electron, the bremmstrallqag lttre prlmary contri_
bution to the background radiation) is much io*.i in
proton-induced X-ray emission; herrce these techniques
are more suitable for trace-element analysis. protoi_In-
duc.ed. X-ray Emission (pDG) is the most 

"orn-ontechruque, and has been particularly important in the
llalysis of trace precious metals in ,ulfid. min".al,
(cabri er al. 1989). In addition, the availabiliw of
high-energy (^40 MeV) sources also allows accessio K
X-ray lines.of all elements of the periodic table, making
the interpretation of REEspectra much more straishfor_
ward (Fig. 23). Proton-lnduced Gamma_Ray Eilission
(PIGE) uses the,intensities of gammarays ernitted from
nuclear transitions in the sampl e, and pioton-Activation
Analysis (HaIden & Hawthorne 1993) is the ororon (and
microprobe) analogue of INAA (neutron_activarion
analysis); these two techniques have not been widely
used as yet. hoton-induced methods are not as sensitive
as SIMS (but are non-destructive) or SXRF (but thev are
more developed and more widespread). In addition.

scanning techniques have now been developed, and
trace-element mapping is now feasible (Teesdale et al.
t993).

las e r- ab lation te chnique s

The.availability of lasers has greatly expanded the
lersaliliry of T-y mass-spectrometer iechniques, and
there is much important development work currentlv in
progress on microprobe and milliprobe sampline tech-
T9u9s @rg.24). In some arear.,uih us *Ar/ieeriating
(Y o* et al. 198 l), techniques are fairly mature, and their
application to problems in the Earth Sciences is increas-
ing; others are more in the development stage [e.g., laser
ICP-MS (Jackson et al. 1,993),laser samplingfi itable
isotopes (Sharp 1990, powell & t<yseit99t)1. ttrere
seems to be no insurmountable obstacles to the future
use ofthese techniques as standard methods for mineral
analysis, particularly as they should become more
flexible with the future use of excimer lasers.

"M0DERN TIMRS',: TnsoREncAL MINERAT_ocy

The last thirry years have seen the gradual develoo_
ment of theoretical Mineralogy from the isolated woik
of a very few individuals to a full-fledged major thrust
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Frc. 24. The wanton destruction of minerals by Hawley
medallists involved in laser sampling for mass-spectrome-
try techniques (from Jackson et aI. 1993); the sampling
diameter has gradually been decreasing, and is cunently

about 10 Pm. Scale bar: 141 Pm.

of research by the scientific community. Theoretical
Mineralogy is now arecognized areaof work, ratherthan
something the field person did when it was snowing, or
the experimentalist did when their equipment was
broken. The principal effort has involved attempts to
understand the structure, crystal-chemisbry and proper-
des of minerals at the atomistic level, and further to
understand the dynamic role that minerals play in
geological processes.

c ry stal- structure aftang ement s

The most fundamental work is involved with attempts
to order and understand the plethora of complex
structural drangements that occur in minerals. The fust
step was taken by W.L. Bragg in his well-known
classification of the silicate minerals, in which he set up
a hierarchy according to the mode of polymerization of
the (alumino-)silicate part of the structure. The funda-
mental nature of this scheme may be seen by comparing
it with Bowen's discontinuous reaction series in igneous
rocks (Fig. 25); there is a progressive condensation
of the tetrahedra with progressive crystallization,
indicating the relations between temperature' structu-
ral connectivity and stability, with additional
implications as to the connectivity of tetrahedra in
magmas at different temperatures' pressures and com-
positions.

There was little further advance until the work of P.B.
Moore, who recognized the fundamental nature of this
problem. He attacked the structural complexity of the
phosphate minerals, hitherto an ugly jungle of igao-
rance. and showed how order could be brought to the
bewildering variety of structural arrangements (Moore

ISOIATED TETRAHEDRA... .OLIVINE
.1, I

SINGLE CHAINS. .PYROXENE
0l

DOUBLE CHAINS.. . ... .AMPHIBOLE
'l' I

SHEETS. .  . . . . . . .  . .M lcA

FnbcnessvE TETRAHEDRAL coNDENsATloN wlrH
ESSIVE CRYSTALLIZATI O N

Frc. 25. The correspondencb between Bragg's classification of the silicate minerals (left)

and Bowen's discontinuous reaction serie.s (right).
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Fto. 26a. Paragenetic hierarchies in pegmatitic phosphares; after Moore ( I 973).

1965, 1970). Furthermore, he followed this up with a
detailed paragenetic synthesis (Moore 197:), anO
showed that, as in the case for the rock-forming silicates,
the sequences of crystallization in phosphate paragene-
sis are related to the underlying structural arrangements
(Figs. 26a, b) and to the effects of oxidation and
hydrolysis; truly outstanding work ! !

Crystal chemistry

The work of W.L. Bragg and Linus pauling served as
1-ggneral basis for crystal chemistry up until the late
1960s. However, the rapid expansion in the amount and
accuracy of crystallographic data on minerals (and other
inorganic materials) caused by the introduction of the
automated four-circle diffractometer needed a more
quantitative basis. This came first with the empirical
"ionic" radii of Shannon & hewitt (1969) and Shannon
(1976). I always get a slightly uneasy feeling here when
I use the word ooionic", as it seems to be charged with
such emotional significance for so many people,
whereas the radii in question have (like many of

Pauling's rules) nothing to do with the models of
bonding at all. The radii are essentially the grand mean
bond-lengths in crystals, factored into two parts
(the "radius" of the atoms at each end of the bond)
such that their sums reproduce those grand mean bond-
lengtls; as such, they are model-independent lexcept
for the choice of a "starting radius" (usually for O2)1.
They have played an immensely important role in our
understanding of mineral (and general inorganic)
chemistry, particularly in complex structures (e.g., alrn-
phiboles, micas), where the combination of crvstal-
structure refinement and crystal chemistry has b"eo u"ry
powerful.

Various developments of Pauling's second rule
(Pauling 1929) have also been of great importance in
understanding structural stabilify. Again, this work
seems to have been driven by the availability of large
amounts of crystal-structure data at the end of the 1960s.
The scheme of Brown & Shannon (1973) is now widely
used in structural inorganic chemistry and mineralogical
crystallography. It has played an important role in our
understanding ofboth short-range and long-range order
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Flc. 26b. Progressive structural condensation in pegmatitic fluids; after Moore (1973).

in crystals, and in combination with the systematization Thermodyrutmics
possible using ionic radii, has contributed greatly to our
understandin! of the more complex of the silicate In the 1950s, the recognition that there were compo-

minerals. sitional relationships between coexisting mineral solid-
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Ftc. 27. some theoretical approaches to the calculation of the structure and properties of
mrnelaF.

solutions, and that these relationships seemed sensitive
to external conditions, led to the introduction ofthermo-
dynamic modeling on a large scale. Classic work by
Mueller (1961) and lcetz (1963) on ferromagnesian
silicates in metamorphic rocks was followed by much
work on cotrlmon minerals from a wide varietv of
environments. The general thrust, of.ou.r., ra, to
evenfually derive geothermometers and geobarometers
by which the temperature of 'trystallization" of the rock
could be measured. It was soon recognized that several
barrien lay in the way of this goal. Internal (intra-
crystalline) ordering also contributed to the exchange
process; with increased knowledge of long-range order
in common rock-forming minerals, this was (in princi-
ple) overcome. However, it was gradually realized that
kinetics could play a significant role in controlling the
final chemistry of minerals with regard to intercrys-
talline and intracrystalline order, and that the kinetic
aspects of these two processes will also be different.

At some stages in the development of this topic, it has
seemed that the difficulties were insurmountable.
Nevertheless, the last twenfy years have seen the
development of numsrous geothermobarometers,
whereby the conditions of equilibration of a rock (or a
subsystem within arock) can be calculated w.ith accura-
cies commonly approaching t25oC and 1 kbar.

Stntcture and properties of ninerals

This heading subsumes a variety of topics that
generally are given othertitles, and overlap strongly with
other fields (e.g., thermodynamics). However, they are
grouped here as they are usually what can be designated
as "model-dependent" approaches. Thus, rather than
look at a large number of data and develop inductiveo'ruleso'(such as Pauling's rules, ionic radii,2rc.), these

methods propose a specific model (usually of the
chemical bond) and usually proceed in a deductive
fashion to calculate properties of interest. Of course, not
all work adheres to this scheme, and indeed it should nol
Many of the calculations are of a complexity to obscure
the underlying physics and chemistry, and many inves-
tigators have chosen to use a more inductive approach,
whereby they rationalize observed stereochemical cor-
relations with qualitative ideas developed from a theo-
retical model; this has the advantage of conveying a
physical-+hemical "feel" for the behavior of complex
structures.

We may summarize the goals of much of this work in
the following way: given an approximate atomic ar-
rangement, we wish to (l) optimize the atomic arange-
ment to give accurate atomic positions, and (2) calculate
the (static and dynamic) propefiies of the structure. We
can recognize two principal approaches to this problem.
I thought about the best way to name these without
causing religious dispute, and decided that this was best
done according to the smallest unit treated: atoms et
electrons (Fig.27).

The fust "atom" model for crystal structures was
developed in the 1920s, primarily by Max Born with
input from Madelung (1918), and involved a simple
two-body interatomic potential (Born & Iandd 1918).
Most subsequent models have involved some form of
fwo-body potential. Those who don't like the o'ionic"
tradition of this model prefer a Morse-type potential,
whereas the Modified Electron Gas (MEG) model has
been introduced for the nonempirical determination of
repulsive parameters. Whichever method you choose,
deviations from the Cauchy relationship show that a
central two-body potential is not sufftcient, and all
approaches now include additional noncentral potentials
of some form. Detailed developments along these lines

CALCUI.ATION OF CRYSTAL PROPERTIES

aIGURAIELV CALCULATE ENERGY & ENERGY DERIVATTVES

ELECTRON METHODS

CLUSTER
MODELS

I-ATTICE
MODELS
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are summarizedby Burnham (1990). These modelshave
improved out of all recognition in the last twenty years.
They are now capable of predicting structural details,
phonon-dispersion relations, elastic properties, thermo-
dynamic data and (most impressively) isotope fractiona-
tion factors in such anisodesmic structures as calcite
(Dove et a\.1992) afi diopside (Pxel et al. 1991).

"Electron" methods were infoduced into Mineralogy
by the pioneering work of G.V. Gibbs (Gibbs et a/.
1972). This initially involved the use of qualitative
molecular-orbital arguments to rationalize observed
relations between bond lengths and bond angles in
tetrahedral oxy-anions (particularly SiO{-) in mineral
structures. The success of this approach led to quantita-
tive semi-empirical molecular-orbital calculations on
small fragments of silicate structures, the fragment being
embedded in a field of some sort. Calculations of
gradually increasing sophistication (see the treatment by
Tossell & Vaughan 1992) have greatly increased our
understanding of stereochemical variations and absorp-
tion spectroscopy in minerals. More recently, geatly
increased computation power has allowed the generali-
zation of even ab initio methods to periodic structures.
This can be done either by formulating the molecular
orbitals as Bloch functions (Pisani 1987) or by using
Local Density Approximation (LDA) methods such as
the Linear Augmented Plane Wave (LAPSa) method.
These have been quite successful in calculating elastic
constants, equations of state and the electronic structure
of reasonably complicated oxide minerals (Dovesi et al.
1987, Cohen 1991). Among other things, such calcula-
tions are important in constraining models of the Earth's
core and mantle.

Second-order phase transitions are an important
factor in the behavior of many minerals, particularly
those that show convergent ordering of cations (feld-
spars, omphacitic pyroxenes, staurolite, etc.). A unified
approach to such behavior is provided by Landau theory
(Salje 1991), in which there is an interaction between
crystal strucfure and thermodynamics uia symmetry
theory (Hatch et al. 1987).If pe(r) is the density tunction
of the high-symmetry phase, and p(r), the density
function of the low-symmetSy phase (the space group of
which is an isotropy subgroup ofthe space group ofthe
high-symmetry phase), the difference between these two
density functions can be written as Ap(r,T,P....) =

Q(T,P...)Ap(r), where Ap(r) is the difference between
p(r) and p(r) extrapolated to the same conditions as p(r),
and Q is designatelwthe order paramcter.Tlte form of
the function Ap(r) is dictated by the change in symmetry
at the transition (it must fansform as the active irreduc-
ible representation associated with the symmetry
change), and the amplitude of these changes are de-
scribed by Q, the order parameter [which must also have
the same symmetry properties as Ap(r)1. Although as
defined here, Q is a thermodynamic quantity, a change
in crystallographic parameters (e.9., site occupancies,
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Frc. 28. Temperature-reduced Raman sp€ctra of glass (100'C)
and melt (900 and 1100"C) of bulk composition
Na2O.2SiO2.0.027NaAl2O4; the liquidus temperatue is
850"C. Note the similarity of the spectra of the glass and
the melts; after Seifert et al. (1981).

positional changes, spontaneous strain) of the correct
symmetry can reflect the behavior of Q. This approach
has begun to play an important role in understanding the
thermodynamic behavior of such important minerals as
feldspars, omphacitic pyroxenes, cordierite, etc. ln
addition, it has led to considerable insight into the
behavior of incommensurate strucfures. Commensurate
transitions are associated with symmetry points in
t-space, where the ordered state is based on a single
subgroup-ineducible representation. However, at arbi-
trary points in ft-space, interaction between two different
schemes of order can give rise to a structure resonance
that results in incommensurate behavior (McConnell
1978).

Glessrs axo Mnrs

An adequate understanding of the physical and
chemical features of igneous processes is contingent
upon an adequateknowledge ofthe meltphase (magma).
We wish to relate the behavior of such melts to their
composition and structure in the range of physical
conditions in which they occur. However, the physical
conditions of maly of these processes are particularly
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difficult to reproduce in the laboratory, and most work
has focused on glasses as melt analogues, as sp€ctro-
scopic data on silicate glasses and melts are similar
(Fig. 28). The study of silicate glasses was initiated
by Zachariasen (1932) and Warren (1934), who devel-
oped the idea of silica glass as a continuous random
network.

Work on geologically relevant glasses did not really
develop into a major thrust until about 10 years €o,
when spectroscopic techniques (particularly infrarcd
and Raman, NMR, Mdssbauer and X-ray absorption
spectroscopies) began to be applied to glass sfructure.
Raman spectroscopy has been of particular importance
in deriving information ol local connectivity in silicate
(Fig. 29, McMillan 1984) and aluminosilicate glasses.
MAS NMR has been of particular importance in resolv-
ing problems of Al coordination, and in detecting
unusual coordination numbers foi Si that presumably
represent transient species quenched from the melt. Of
particular effectiveness in deriving coordination num-
bers for larger and lower-valence cations (a.9., Ca Na
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FIc. 29. Frequency variation of the major Raman bands as a function of silica content and long-range connectivity in alkaline and
alkaline-earth silicate glasses; after McMllan (1984).
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RED is XAS; from a structural viewpoint, such infor-
mation is of particular importance, as knowledge of the
coordination numbers of all species in a glass provide
significant consfiaints on the intermediate-range struc-
ture. HrO is an important constituent of many silicate
magmas; infrared spectroscopy has played a significant
role in characterizing its solubility and speciation in
analogous quenched glasses (Stolper 1989).

Whether a species is a network former, a network
modifier or an interstitial constituent strongly affects the
physical properties (e.9., viscosity) of a magma. The
character of the coordinating anions 1e.g., d-, OH-, Cl-,
F, H2O) gives information oncomplexing andtransport
of different elements in the melt. These details of
coordination also strongly affect our interpretation of
element fractionation between the melt and crystallizing
minerals. Until recently, we have had to ignore the
structural aspects of silicate liquids (and glasses) be-
cause of their inractability. However, this situation is
now changing, and the advances ofthe past few years
bode well for the future.
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Frc. 30. Malcolm Ross, hero ofthe asbestos "controversy''and
first recipient of the Mineralogical Society of America's
Distinguished Public Service Medal.

ENvrnoNrvreNTAL MNgRAI-oGv

We may divide "environments" into two types: (l)
Pristine environments (untouched by Human hand); (2)
Perturbed environments (e.g., regions adjacent to tail-
ings piles, smelting plants, coal-fired electricity-gener-
ating plants, Kurt Kyser's isotope lab,etc.)

All of these envitonments may display chemical or
physical features that are inimical to local inhabitants or
undesirable from a global viewpoint, and it is in the
general interest of society as a whole that we ameliorate
any adverse effects (oxicity, carcinogenicity, physical
hazard). Minerals are involved in virtually a// of these
situations, and both the characterization ofundesirable
processes and the development of solutions to many of
these problems will generally fall squarely within the
domains of Mineralogy and Geochemistry, with major
overlap into Soil Sciences and Geohydrology. We will
briefly consider a (very) few examples that emphasize
the importance of Mineralogy and Geochemistry in this
context.

The asbestos problem

Asbestiform minerals, particularly chrysotile and
fibrous amphiboles, have desirable physical properties
for many indusfiial uses, and have been used widely as
insulating material, binders and fillers. In addition, numy
mining and ore-beneficiation processes produce asbes-
tiform minerals as a waste product; this asbestos is
usually very finely divided, and is easily transported by
wind and water. It has long been recognized that there is
a connection between exposure to asbestos and suscep
tibility to cancer, and for this reason, asbestos has been
designated as aknown carcinogen This whole problem
is very complex, not the least because political issues
have played a major role in its development. Neverthe-
less, Mineralogy and mineralogiss l;ave played a crucial
role in this area, and have behaved with an objectivity
and integdty (Fig. 30) that some of the other participants
would have done well to emulate.

Adequate mineralogical characterization has played
an important role in defining the source of the asbestos
(for both scientific andlegal purposes). Even more, for
a long time, mineralogists fought a very difficult battle
in trying to investigate the effects of asb€stos mineralogy
on carcinogenicify in the teeth of opposition from other
sectors of the "asbestos community" who seemed more
interested in propagating an assumed viewp'oint than in
learning the truth. However, it is now accepted that the
mineralogical characteristics (particularly amphibole
yersas chrysotile) of asbestos are sfrongly related to
carcinogenicity, allowing a much more realistic estimate
of hazard due to exposure. Problems of asbestos use
continue to arise, and mineralogists will hopefully
continue to work on them.

Reactive Acid Tailings ( RATS)

A feature of many mine sites is the tailings pile'
ostensibly an accumulation of "inert" rock. In sulfide
mines, these tailings piles often contain considerable
residual sulfide minerals (pyrite and pyrrhotite are
particularly common). These sulfide minerals are ex-
tremely reactive in the oxidizing environment of the
surface; they rapidly weather to produce iron sulfate
minerals. These sulfates are generally very soluble; they
dissolve in vadose groundwaters and find their way into
local (and not so local) drainage systems that become
extremely acid and overly iron-rich. The result is
pollution of local supplies of water, coupled with very
adverse effec8 on local aquatic life. In the last few years'
there has been a significant effort to 0ry to understand
the mineralogy and geochemistry of these tailings piles'
together with the details of their mechanisms of altera-
tion. It is only by understanding the static and dynamic
characteristics of these piles that we will be able to
ameliorate their deleterious affect on the local environ-
ment.
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MINERAL SURFACES

Rc. 31. Surface-sensitive techniques that have been impoflant for the surface charac-
terization of minerals over the last ten years.

MTNERAL SLT,FACES

When minerals participate in chemical reactions or
processes such as adsorption or dissolution, the ooaction"
often occurs at the mineral surface. the interface between
the solid mineral and the medium of interaction, usually
(but not always) a fluid of some sort. Although this idea
is fairly obvious, it is only ttre last ten years that have
seen an intensive thrust in the study of minerals surfaces.
This is primarily because the instrumental techniques
whereby we can study mineral surfaces at the atomic or
near-atomic level have only been recently available.

Over the past ten years, Auger Electron Spectroscopy
(AES), X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) (Ho-
chella 1988), various other surface spectroscopies (Fig.
31), and Low-Energy Electron Diffraction (LEEDS)
have been used for characterizing surfaces at the atomic
level. In particular, AES and XPS have been important
in characterizing oxidation reactions at sulfide surfaces,
and weathering reactions of silicate minerals, particu-
larly feldspars. However, a major breakthrough came
with the development of Scanning Tunnelling Micros-
copy (STM) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
STM works on electrical conductors. such as native
metals and platinum-group minerals, and semiconduc-
tors such as sulfides. As shown in Figure 324 an

atomically sharp conducting voltage-biased tip is
brought close to the surface of a mineral. With a positive
bias of the tip, electrons tunnel from occupied states
(surface electronic-energy states) at the surface of the
mineral to the tip; with a negative bias of the tip,
electrons tunnel from the tip to unoccupied states in the
valence band of the mineral surface. The image of the
spatial variations in current gives images ofthe surface
at atomic oi near-atomic resolution (Hochella et al.
1989); single adsorbed atoms can be imaged, and there
is the potential for identifying the chemical species of
the atom. AFM produces similar-scale images for
insulators. Essentially, it senses the Born-type repulsion
between the atoms of the tip and the surface (Fig. 32b),
and produces an atomic or near-atomic scale "topo-
graphid'map ofthe surface (Fig. 33) vla the displace-
ment of the tip. These last two techniques have given us
the capability to examine such processes as crystal-
lization, dissolution, adsorption and alteration at the
atomic level, andin situ, as unlike the elecffon spectros-
copies, STM and AFM can be used in air or water.

This increase in knowledge of the atomic structure of
surfaces has also led to extensive modeling ofgeochemi-
cal processes at or near mineral surfaces. This has
generally involved following the path of a proposed
atomic-scale mechanism and optimizing the structures
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SCANNING TUNNELUNG MICROSCOPY
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Frc. 32. Surface microscopies. a) Scanning tunnelling microscopy, in which an atomically sharp conducting voltage-biased tip

interacts with the surface of conducting and semiconducting minerals to produce atomic (or near-atomic) resolution images

of the surface. b) Atomic force microscopy, in which a sharp tip senses dtfferences in the "Bom" repulsion between the atoms

ofthe tip and the surface, producing an atomic scale'topographic map" ofthe mineral surface.

potential, sigaificant improvements in both {tccuracy
and precision are still necessary, as virnrally none of
them (apart from electron-microprobe analysis) yet
approach bulk techniques in this regard. Nevertheless,
there is an immense amount of workto do atthe current
levels of performance, as our knowledge of trace-ele-
ment and isotopic zoning is minuscule when compared
with information available on major-element zoning.

Expertnentat developments : Inthe last 25 years, mineral
analysis has relied too exclusively on the electron
microprobe. As a result, Mineralogy and Petrology have
virtuaily ignored Fe3*/Fe2* ratios and the lightlithophile
elements. The ion microprobe should rectiS the qitu-
atron for light lithophile elements, leaving FeYFe2* as
a significant problem. Often FeYFe2* can be measured
crystallographically on single crystals, but we need
smaller-scale information than this, and there is great
priority on the development of a microprobe method for
Fe3+/Fe2+. Miissbauer spectroscopy is used on bulk
samples, but gamma rays have too short a wavelength to
focus either by lenses or mirrors. In principle' the
gamma-ray beam could be collimated to form a "mil-
liprobe", but our current gamma-ray sources are too
weak to produce an effective microbeam via collimation.
Here is a challenging problemfor someone!

at the various stages via ab initio molecular-orbital
calculations (e.9., t asaga & Gibbs 1990). The structure
of the intermediate activated complex will have an
important influence on the rate ofreaction and such key
features as isotopic exchange. Not a lot of work has been
done as yet in this area, and applications to mineral
stability inthe natural environment will also haveto take
into accountthe cornmon presence ofbio-organisms and
organic acids (which will presumably modify the hydro-
gen-bond structure of any activated complex). There is
great potential for much interesting work in this area.

Tlts NEAR Fu"ruRE

What can we expect during the next few years, and
what things should we be pursuing? Although the most
spectacular advances are usually unexpected in Science,
many important directions can be identified (table 5) by
extrapolation of current trends.

Microbeam techniques

As discussed above, there has been a proliferation of
microbeam techniques for analysis over the past l0
vears. In order for most of these to realize their full
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Ftc. 33. Atomic resolution images of the {001} surface in
lizardite. Top: the silicate sheet, showing the hexagonal
rings of (SiOa) tetrahedra. Bottom: the hydroxyl groups of
the octahedral sheet, with the underlying Mg atoms visible;
from Wicks er al. (1992).

Most of the isotopic microprobes are destructive at
the micrometer level. Thus we cannot make repeated
analytical measurements bn the same point by diiTerent
techniques (e.9., SIMS ard laser-sampled stable-isotope
ratios). Usually, this is not a serious problem; however,
in cases where there is major heterogeneity on a
micrometer scale, this can be a significant drawback.
Techniques involving radiation emission yia nuclear
transitions (e.9., PIGE, PAA) do not degrade the sample,
and this is one of two reasons why these techniques
deserve further development as isotopic microprobes.

Imaging is an extremely important adjunct of elec-
tron-microprobe analysis, and Back-Scattered Electron
(BSE) images and element maps now play an import4nt
role in studies of major-element zoning, mineral inter-
growths and alteration. Similar images of other compo-
sitional variables (e.9., trace-element contents, isotope
ratios) obviously have similar potential, and yet there has
been little work in this area. Trace-element mapping by
PIXE is now possible (Teesdale et al. 1993), but the
sensitivity needs to be improved. It is here that the
significance ofPIGE and PAA becomes apparent, as in
principle, maps ofisotopic variability could be produced
with these techniques. Also of considerable interest is
the production of Fe3*lFez* maps via "scanning" MOss-
bauer spectroscopy. All of these imnging techniques
await developrnent in the nert few years.

Applications; As noted above, the light lithophile ele-
ments have been virtually ignored in rock-forming
minerals for most of the last 30 years. However, careful
work has documented the importance of these elements
in minerals, in some cases tracing enigmatic behavior to
the undetected presence ofthese constituents (Dutrow er
al. l986,Groatet al.1992).Itis obvious thatthe analysis
of samples forH, Li, Be, B (andpossibly C)mwtbe*ome
a nonnal part of the microprobe analysis of minerals, and
that the next few ye:[s must see an increase in the
number of ion microprobes in the Earth Sciences
community.

TABLE 5. IilMRlANT DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE |ORK

iIICROBEAN ilFTHOM

Developmnt of mthod for Fe"/fol
further develoDmnt of PIGE and PM
I@ging - Fe"/F€* by Sl{S (Scannlng llossbauor Spectroscopy)

- lsotoplc varlatlons by scannlng PIGE

Applicatlons - EllP altt be aug@nted by lilP and sntF

AT0r.flc onoERtm

Slte occupenclos of tracg slmnts - IAS, ESR, ltanlnascencg spsctroscopy

Zonlng ln nlnqrals - naJor 8nd traca-olmnt zonlng
- oscll lrt0ry zonlng, f.edback sffects
- effEcts of dlffusl0n ln the solld stat€

SURFACES

Surfacg structuro ln sir ud ratar - at atoElc and nano-scalss

Adsorptlon ol'forolgn'constltuonts - lAS, NllR, sls

Blologlcal lnteractlons - sffsctiof bactqrla, blofl los

CI"ASSES AilD NETTS
Structure - charactsrlzltion of lnto@dlat*rlngB ordef

- coordlnatlon of nlnor ud trace constltuonts

Dyneic elfocts 3nd thelr relatlon to physlcal propertles

PROCESS IIIIIERALOOY

tlatalIed appllcailon of rlnoraloglcrl t6hnlqu6 to orbonsflclatlon
pm95s6

- oinlElzatlon of loss to talllngg

- @val of pollutlng c@ponffts prlor to pJr@tallurgical
pEesslng
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The same reasoning applies to Fe3*lFe2* ratios.
Hundreds of thousands of analyses of Fe2*- and Fe$-
bearing minerals have been produced by electron-micro-
probe analysis over tlre last 30 years; much of this data
is ofno lasting value. To test ideas on mineral behavior,
one must go back lo complete analyses done by bulk
techniques in the 1950s and early 1960s. Fortunately,
some workers are now taking the effort to analyze
Fe3*lFe2+ ratios by "minibulk ' methods, and reasonable-
quality data are being produced again. However, com-
bination of electron-microprobe analysis with derivation
of Fe3*lFe2* ratios by crystal-structure refinement is the
bestway togo (atleast atthe moment), andsingle-crystal
diffractometers shouldbecome as common as electron
microprobes for such work.

Ordering, zoning and dffision

For major elements, the degree of intracrystalline and
intercrystalline order can be characterized very accu-
rately by crystallographic, spectroscopic and microbeam
analytical techniques. The current experimental need is
to develop similar capabilities for trace elements and
isotopes.

Experimental methods: Microbeam analytical meth-
ods for trace-element and isotopic analysis are currently
under development, and should improve in both accu-
racy, precision and availability in the near future. The
primary problem is associated with the characterization
of intracrystalline order of trace elements (and possible
isotopes). Current techniques available are ESR, various
luminescence spectrorcopies, and XAS. Both ESR and
luminescence spectroscopy are capable of significant
improvement, and have the added advantage that the
equipment is not prohibitively expensive; however, they
can only be used to look at "white" minerals (1e.,
minerals poor in paramagnetic species). What has been
lacking in the past is a vigorous coherent program of
systematic application to well-characterized minerals.
Undoubtedly, such an approach would stimulate the
improvements in spectral interpretation that are neces-
sary for these techniques to become of significant use. It
should also be stressed that this development may
possibly be more difficult than for major elements, as
trace elements may occupy conventional sites in a
mineral structure, or they may be associated with
defects. Nevertheless, it is extremely important to
understand the structural mechanism oftheir incorpora-
tion, as this will have major implications concerning
their thermodynamic behavior.

Theoretical developments: Models of simple equilib-
rium intracrystalline and intercrystalline order are well
developed for several minerals or mineral pairs, and
have led to the development of numerous geothermome-
ters and geobarometers. However, in some cases, min-
erals can show extremely fine-scale complex zoning,

involving both major elements anl trace elements; in
addition, the patterns of zoning of major and trace
elements in the same crystal are not necessarily the same.
Obviously, these minerals hold a great deal more
information on the crystallization process than dohomo-
geneous or monotonically zoned crystals. Do they
represent rapidly changing (oscillating) conditions, or
do they represent nonlinear dynamic systems involving
coupled crystallization and diffrrsion? There is much
scope for work along these lines.

Although conditions of crystallization and equilibra-
tion are of interest, many investigators are now becom-
ing interested in rates of cooling (sometimes denoted by
the ugly term oogeospeedometry"), as these have impor-
tant tectonic implications. Of particular interest here is
compositional zoning in minerals. The zoning profile
measured by electron- or ion-microprobe analysis is a
convolution ofthe original zoning profile (produced by
crystallization), and the results of subsequent atomic
diffusion prior to the "cut-off'temperature for diffr.rsion
in that mineral. Work on distinguishing the effects of
crystallization and diffrrsion is now underway (Ganguly
1991), and should prove powerful in deriving cooling
rates. The strength of this approach is that it can be
applied to several mineralsinarock,all ofwhich should
show the same cooling rate. Tltete is scope for much
work here in the next few years.

Mineral surfaces

Although it seemsfaidy obvious thatmineral surfaces
are an area of current anl tutwe expansion, it seems
worthwhile to make a few comments on aspects of
particular importance. Although there is much basic
science to be done, the important applications are
evident right now! Adsorption of toxic chemical species
(both natural and industrial) on conrmon surficial min-
erals is of great importance to many aspects of Environ-
mental Sciences, and must form a significant area of
expansion in the funue. In many surficial and shallow
crustal environments, biological interaction is of great
importance, and yet, except for specific well-known
examples, has tended to be neglected by the mineralogi-
cal comrnunity. We are familiar with the effects and
importance of Ih iobacillus fenooxilans and T. thiooxi-
dans inthe oxidation and breakdown of sulfide minerals
(although what atomic-scale surface mechanisms are
involved?). However, what of the almost ubiquitous
biofilms and cryptoendolithic organisms? Whatroles do
these play in mineral alteration in near-surface environ-
ments? There is great potential for symbiosis be$neen
Surface Mineralogy and Microbiology, with significant
implications for the Environmental Sciences.

Glasses and melts

Most work to date has focused on the short-range
structure of glasses, primarily on the frst and second
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coordination environments. It is obviously important
that this work continue with an expanding range of glass
compositions, and both XAS and two-dimensional shift
correlated (COSY) MAS NMR spectroscopy should
play increasingly important roles in such work. How-
ever, there is a pressing need to characterize the
intermediate-range structure of glasses. This is quite
difficult as some techniques are not sensitive at this
scale, and others have low resolution because of the
structural disorder inherent on this scale in glasses. It is
possible that differential isotopic neutron scattering
(Gwkell et al. 1991) may be the key to this problem, but
this is not yet clear, as the experiments seem quite
difficult to do with su'fficient precision.

Of particular inierest is the local behavior of trace
elements in magmas, as this will significantly affect the
partition of trace elements between melt and minerals.
XAS seems highly suited to this work, and should
hopefully provide much important information on this
topic in the next few years.

Process mineral.ogy

The design of ore beneficiation processes has gener-
ally been done on the basis of bulk chemistry, and little
attention is generally paid to detailed mineralogy andthe
behavior of specific minerals through the total benefi-
ciation process. There are three principal reasons for
what could be termed as oomineral-based" optimization
of a beneficiation pr@ess: (l) reduction of commodity
loss to the tailings, (2) optimization ofenergy expendi-
ture, and (3) enhanced removal of undesirable comDo-
nents prior to pyrometallurgical treatment. The results
of (1) and (2) are of direcr benefir to the mill. and
(hopefully) give increased return; process (3) results in
reduced emission-related problems from the smelter, in
accord with both current social mores and Federal
regulations. It is not clear why hocess Mineralogy is not
more widespread and important in this regard at the
present time. What is clear, however, is that increasingly
severe Federal regulations on industrial emissions are
going to greatly encourage such work in the fufire.

SoMe DIFF.IcULT THINGS To Do

In case anyone thinks that we have solved all of the
difftcult problems in Mineralogy, here are some signifi-
cant problems for a rainy Sunday afternoon.

Structural prediction

Given an approximate atomic arrangemen! we can
calculate the accurate atomic anangement and many
stafic and dynamic physical properties. However, we
cannot predict the approximate atomic arrangement
from the chemical formula. We cannot predict a priori
the strucfural arrangements in such simple minerals as
halite or periclase, let alone the silicates or the sulfates.

When we treat crystals from any theoretical viewpoin!
we deal with them by exlernally imposing translational
symmetry. We carnotapiori derive the atomic ilrange-
ment ofa crystal from any theoretical approach, and any
predictions that we may make are based purely on
analogy with other structures of the same or similar
stoichiometry. So here is a problem really worth solving.

C ry stallization anl. moryholo gy

Figure 34 shows apage from Goldschmidt's Atlas of
Crystal Forms (Goldschmidt 1913). Many people view
this as a compendium of irrelevant information. They are
wrong; Goldschmidt's Atlas is a compendium of infor-
mation that we are not theoretically advanced enough to
understand and interpret. The development of an ade-
quate mechanistic model for crystallization has to
include the rationalization and prediction of crystal
morphology, as illustrated in Figure 34. One feels that
there is a wealth of information on conditions of
crystallization contained in the morphology of crystals,
if only we could interpret it.

Isotopic order in crystals

Extensive crystallographic and spectroscopic work
has shown that both major and minor elements com-
monly are strongly ordered over nonequivalent sites in
a structure. Furthermore, this order conlains much
information on the history of the crystal, and affects
intercrystalline order. hesumably isotopes show similar
ordering, and it affects isotope fractionation. However,
no one has yet demonstrated the presence of isotopic
ordering in a mineral structure, a problem for the
experimentalist$ among us.

THE FRAcIr{ENTATToN oF MINERALocy

There is an enormous amount of work going on in the
general area of Mineralogy. However, much of it occurs
in such disparate fields that many of us are not aware of
the full range of the subject; perhaps even more serious,
our peers in contiguous areas @etrology, Geochemistry,
etc.) are often completely ignorant of much of modern
Mineralogy, and are under the impression that little is
going on at all. Here, I will briefly consider a couple of
examples.

Zeolites

Natural zeolites are framework aluminosilicates that
occur in a variety of igneous, sedimentaqr and metamor-
phic environments. They have long been of interest to
mineralogists, firstly because of their interesting physi-
cal properties, and more recently because of their
complex crystal structures. Zeolites have intemal
atomic- and molecule-scale channels throughtheir struc-
tures. This allows them to act as nolecukr sieves. which
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Ftc. 35. What is this mineral? Physical and chemical descrip-
tions of the pyroxene diopside.

permit the passage of some molecules and the entrap-
ment of others within their structure. This internal
atomic-scale structure also gives them interesting and
useful catalytic properties. Consequently, the synthesis
and characterization of new zeolitic compounds have
become of great interest to some sectors of the chemicat
industry. This work initially owed much to the general
work on natural zeolites done by mineralogists. Indeed,
individual mineralogists still play prominent roles in the
field of zeolites, and many investigators in the field of
zeolites in the industrial sector have been recruited ftom
graduate Mineralogy and Crystallography progams.
Nevertheless, most important zeolite work is now
published in the chemistry literature rather than in the
mineraloglcal literature, or in specialized journals such
as kolites, a journal that is "invisible" to most Earth
Scientists. Thus although much work by mineralogisrs,
and of interest to mineralogists, is done in this field, most
Earth Scientists arc totally unaware of this aspect of
mineralogical work.

CIny Mineralogy

Clay minerals are of great importance to many areas
ofthe Earth Sciences. They are a major constituent of
many types of sedimentary rock. They are of crucial
importance in controlling porosity and permeability of
aquifers and petroleum reservoirs, they are important in
many areas of geological engineering, and they are
important industrial materials. Nevertheless" most Earth
Science students get but a cursory introduction to the

clay minerals in their undergraduate education, and there
is an undercurrent of feeling that clays are not ooproper"
minerals. The result has been that the science of clays
and clay mineralogy has withdrawn from the rest of
Mineralogy, and now has separate societies, separate
journals and separate meetings. They have very strong
ties with Soil Sciences, another area with a strong
interest in (but not strong ties with) Mineralogy. Again,
the result is that all this work in mineralogy is not seen
as Mineralogy, but as "something else", to the general
detriment of Mineralogy as a whole.

Mineral physics

The current initiative in Mineral Physics has led to a
rebffi of interest in the physical properties az d dynarnic
behavior of minerals. In addition, the association with
Geophysics has been very profitable, in the same way as
the interaction befween Mineralogy and Petrology.
However, I feel this thrust has tended to exclude the
chemical aspects of minerals, and this is a major enor.
As indicated in Figure 35, chemistry does play a fairly
important role in understanding minerals; the impor-
tance of chemistry is also apparent from the rapid
development of Mineralogy via chemical analysis of
minerals in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
It does seem to be an innate characteristic ofPhysics (or
perhaps physicists) to ignore all other branches of
Science. This has tended to produce a reaction whereby
many people concerned withdyzamic aspects of mineral
chemistry (mineral alteration, transport phenomena,
surface properties and adsorption, etc.) have aligned
themselves with Geochemistry, or even with Chemistry,
forming subsections within the major Chemical socie-
ties.

This strong polarization into Physics or Chemistry
(notPhysics cndChemistry) acts greatly to the detriment
of Mineralogy. First, the work done is commonly not
visible to the bulk of the Earth Science community.
Second, both fields (the Physics and the Chemistry of.
minerals) must suffer by not being closely associated
with each other, (i.e., by having different societies,
different journals of choice, and different scientific
meetings).

Why has this fragmentation occurred?

This is not a difficult question to answer; however,
some aspects of it may be a little sensitive, as they hinge
on what are people's perceptions of "good science".
First, a characteristic of very rapid growth (this is
illustrated both by plants and by crystals) is multiple
branching. To quoie a phrase used above, minerals are
the fundamental materials of the Earth, and all Earth
Scientists need to know about them. The developmenr
of a wide variety of analytical methods, and the applica-
tion of theoretical models and techniques of simulation,
have rapidly accelerated in the last 20 years, and have
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given rise to all of these "new areas" of mineralogical
science. However, the formal Mineralogical commu-
nity, that is, the major mineralogical associations and
societies. have been far too conservative in their treat-
ment of tlese areas. Rather than recognize that Mineral-
ogy is going through a period of rapid expansion and
diversification, we have (by and large) retained our
traditional view ofthe science; we have been unwilling
to recognize these new areas, and have been unwilling
to expand our area of operations (larger journals,
subsections of our societies). Even worse, some have
attempted to put limits on what is Mineralogy. Even
generic geologists like myself have had articles re-
turned by an editor of a Mineralogical joumal with the
comment that this would more appropriately be submit-
ted to a Physics journal. Is it any wonder that younger
scientists who are leading new areas of expansion in
Mineralogy are turning to the Physics and Chemistry
societies, organizations that are generally more dy-
namic, flexible and forward-looking than ourselves?
When asked "What is Mineralogy?", I heard aprominent
mineralogist (Gerry Gibbs) answer "Mineralogy is what
mineralogists do." When acting as reviewers, associate
editors, editors and society officials, we would all do
well to remember these words of wisdom.

Another important factor in this fragmentation of
Mineralogy hinges on the relative scientific importance
and perceived level ofdifficulty associated with various
aspects of Mineralogy by practitioners without a wide
base ofexperience. Some people involved in the physics
of minerals, chemical modeling, and petrological as-
pects of minerals, look down on the description of new
minerals as a trivial activrty. This attitude stems from
lack of experience. The characterization of a new
mlneral can be extremely difficult from an experimental
viewpoint, and often a very high level of experimental
expertise is required, as one is frequently working with
minimal amounts (sometimes one grain) of material, and
the mineral may be (to use a traditional word) "grungy".
The second important point is that without description
and characterization of new minerals over time, we
would know nothing about minerals at all! Does anyone
really wish to publicly endorse the view that now (in
1993) we know enough minerals, and do not need to
characterize any more? The reverse effect is also present.
Some people involved in the characterization of new
minerals have looked askance at the development of
Theoretical Mineralogy, with the view that this 'hon-

sense" has little or no connection to reality, and little or
no direct application to "real" minerals. A liule more
tolerance and appreciation of the work done by all
sectors of tfie community working on minerals would go
a long way toward pulling all ofthesebranches back into
a coherent discipline.

The teaching of Mineralogy

Is this fragmentation of Mineralogy an important

issue? From the scientific viewpoint, one might argue
that it is a healthy sign of glowth, and that the lack of
communication between the subfields is something that
will change with time. However, it is of great importance
from an educational viewpoint.

Earth Science departments (along with all other
departments in our Universities) are under increasing
financial pressure because of decreasing (effective)
suppon from Provincial (State) and Federal Govern-
ments. This condition is exacerbated by the (quite
justifiable) expansion of some areas of Earth Science,
particularly those heavily involved in Environmental
Sciences and issues of Global Change. As a result of
these two factors" ttre traditional areas ofEarth Sciences
are under significant pressure. This is particularly true
of Mineralogy, primarily because the other subdiscipli-
nes view it as a static area where no significant progress
is occurring. Above, I have tried to make the case that
the latter viewpoint is erroneous. However, it is the fault
of us mineralogiss that this viewpoint is common. We
have not demonstrated the intellectual vitality of our
subject to the rest ofthe Earth Sciences; ue have allowed
it to fragment and find other o'homes" in Physics,
Chemistry, and the other subdisciplines of the Earth
Sciences. It is up to r,l.r to 'rehabilitate" Mineralogy in
the eyes of the Earth Science community while it is still
an extant discipline.

If Mineralogy ceases to be taught (by mineralogists)
as a specific subject in undergraduate curricula it will
have a very detrimental effect on the Earth Sciences.
New ideas involving minerals will be slower in being
developed and accepted by a community with minimal
knowledge of Mineralogy. For example, it has recently
been shown that atrnospheric dust is an important
catalyst for photochemical reactions in atmospheric
gases at high latitudes. As a mineralogis! one's imme-
diate thought is that the mineralogy of this dust, plus the
associated surface properties of the various constituent
minerals, must play a crucial role in this process, as this
catalysis presumably involves a surface reaction ofsome
sort. However, as far as Inm aware, no work has yet been
done on the mineralogical and surface characterization
of this dust. (If I'm wrong about this, and work has been
done, it merely reinforces my point on the current
fragmentation of Mineralogy).

If Mineralogy is taughtby anon-mineralogist, ittends
to be treated in a cursory manner, with in-depth coverage
of minerals in the area of expertise of the instructor, and
superficial coverage or total omission of other areas. We
have all met g&duates from traditional "hard-rocK'
schools who are well educated in "igneous" and "meia-
morphic" minerals, but know next-to-nothing about
"sedimentary' minerals (clays, halides, sulfates, e/c.) or
"ore" minerals (PGM, sulfosalts, etc.), andvice versa.If
Earth Scientists are to function well as scientists, they
must be conversant with a// groups of minerals, and must
be knowledgeable about current analytical methods. It
is the mineralogist that has this expertise, and the
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mineralogist must teach Mineralogy as a core pan of any
Earth Science curriculum.

General disclaimers

I have undoubtedly been influencedin my choiceand
emphasis of topics by my background. However, as my
background is that of a geologist, I do not feel that this
is necessarily a bad thing. I have emphasized the
importance of experimental techniques very strongly,
perhaps overly so. However, I am a strong believer in
using complementary techniques to characterize miner-
als, as the whole is almost always greater than the sum
of the parts. We will only understand complex minerals
and complex processes by making the difficult measure-
ments that few want to make, wl'j.le not neglecting the
standard measurements that are often designated as
trivial by the experimentalist with the big instrument.
The key is to be interested in the mineral and not in the
technique.

In writing this paper, I have made no attempt at all to*read up" on Mineralogy after the year 1900. What I
have dealt with here is whathas caughtmy own aftention
over the last 25 years, and has been written "offthe cuff'.
thus I may not have given due emphasis to some fieldJ
of Mineralogy in this article. Fortunately, this is not a
significant issue here, as Presidential Addresses are not
reviewed. In addition, I wanted to give a general
impression of one person's views (my own) at one time;
hence the current article was written over a period of two
weeks, to give a "snapshot" view ratherthan a"scholarly
analysis" of the situation.

Why dil I write this?

When I agreed to stand for President of MAC, I had
intended my hesidential Address to be on the topology
and energetics of crystal structures. However, I was
persuaded to the present topic, a whirlwind tour through
Mineralogy, by comments I have heard from Earth
Scientists depicting Mineralogy as a "sunset" science.
These sentiments are due completely to ignorance and
lack of scientific insight. This is a tremendously exciting
time to be doing Mineralogy, with the explosion of
experimental and theoretical techniques, and the funda-
mental nature of the many complex problems that need
to be solved. Minerals are the basic sntff of the Eanla
and thzir smdy will always remain at the core of the
Earth Sciences.
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